Tenants may sign away legal rights
By NU Patemon
ihtliturs note, the following is the first of u fourpart series on tenant rights, obligations and
ourses of action in tenant -landlord relation ,hips. This information is in no way meant to be
u substitute for legal counseling’.
A tenant, without knowing it, may sign away
his legal rights when he pens a rental agreement.
Although his rights can be constricted considerably by a writ ten rent al agreement, a tenant
has a certain amount of legal protection under
the California civil codes.
However, while most tenants believe that
written contracts are necessary, local attorneys
disagree.
"The tenant has fairly complete rights established by the law without any need for
writing." attorney Torn Perkins explained.
"California law provides an umbrella of
protection for both the tenant and the landlord.
Anything in addition to that umbrella is in the
nature of a contract." attorney Harrison Taylor
added.
Perkins and Taylor are young attorneys
trained in the area of tenant -landlord law.
Perkins. a graduate of George Washington
University. became interested in this area while
working with VISTA and its legal aid program
in East Palo Alto. He is now a member of his own
law firm.
Taylor. a former graduate of San lose State
University and the University of Santa Clara
Law School. counsels SISU students on legal
questions in a program sponsored by the administration and funded by the Associated
Students.
Perkins explained, "Basically. section 1941 of
the civil code provides that a landlord must put

the premises in a tenable or liveable condition
and maintain them, making repairs of substantial delapidation as they arise."
Another civil code stipulation, section 1942.
gives the tenant authority to make repairs Ito be
discuesed in a later article).
However, Perkins noted contracts often contain provisions that a tenant Walr his rights to
these civil code clauses.
"An express waiver of right under sections
1941 and 1942 is illegal," Perkins claimed.
"A tenant could be better off having it (the
waiver) in there rather than changing it." he
added.
Having the waiver in the contract may make a
court case stronger for the tenant if he is being
evicted. Thus, if a landlord tries to use such a
clause he could also run the risk of losing his
case.
Taylor views the inclusion of attorney’s fees
as an important provision to be wary of when
signing an agreement.
"The provision for attorney’s fees is one that
works in both directions," Taylor explained. "If
the landlord has that in the contract it also
works against him if he is unlawfully evicting a
tenant.
"The tenant can in turn demand the payment
of his attorney fees," he added.
He also considered waiving the right of
privacy a questionable provision.
"Just giving free reign to the landlord to come
in and inspect, as well as pass in and out is questionable," he said.
"The Calilornia Tenant’s Handbook," (Nolo
Press 19721, by attorneys Myron Moskovitz.
Ralph Warner, and Charles Sherman also
provide a few tips.

These include provisions that a landlord isn
responsible for injuries on the premises. waiver
of a right to legal notice (illegal), lessening the
normal notice period for ending tenancy. late
charges for overdue rent, waiver of a jury trial
’illegal!. as well as an entire agreement.
According to the Handbook the entire
agreement means a landlord isMt liable for
promises which aren’t in writing.
Despite these complaints, landlords contend
the written agreement isn’t lust to cheat the
tenant.
Eugene C. Kuehnis Ir., manager of Fidelity
Property Management, 888 N. First St.,
written rental
explained his firm uses
agreements to outline certain understandings
between the tenant and the owner.
Kuehms said members of his firm discuss rent
payments. security deposits, apartment house
rules as well as explain the ’JO’ day notice with
the tenant before the agreement is signed.
"We just try to get things down in writing
which are the verbal understandings of the
parties of the apartment." Kuehnis said.
Victor Borelli. of Borelli Reality. 295 N. loth

St.. went a little further an explaining the necessity of a written agreement.
"I have written proof that the tenant was
shown the rules and regulations and signed
them." he said.
Borelli said this would be his proof in court if
something was at issue.
"I don’t think a landlord has that much protection." he added.
"II a tenant wants to break a lease he can find
ways and means ol breaking it." Burelb concluded.
Alt hough leases and written rental
agreements come on standardized forms and can
be obtained from local real estate associations
and stationary stores. Taylor doesn’t necessarily see them as such.
"I would think any of the general provisions ol
a lease-hold agreement or a rental agreement can
be modified upon the agreement of the two
parties.- Taylor explained.
"Sometimes it is difficult for a student to
demand a modification because all the landlord
has to do is tell him to bug off and wait for the
next student to come by who might not be so

aware ot his rights." he added
Tomorrow: the best agreements and security
deposits

Tom Perkins
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WW II internment process
began at SJSU gymnasium
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Specific action planned
for equal employment
By Steve Terry
Second of two parts
Affirmative action as outlined in the
Department of Health. Education. and Welfare
(HEW) guidelines for higher education, is less a
"how to do it" guide to equal employment than a
"what to do" procedure.
HEW suggests plans for "specific action" and
sources for gaining information on minority
"availability figures." but the responsibility for
doing the job rests with the higher educalion
system itself.
Even though the commitments for affirmative
action are specifically outlined. HEW apparently recognizes the scope and difficulties in
applying techniques to meet requirements. The
guidelines stale that "achievement of goals" will
not be the "sole measurement" for judging compliance. but represents a "primary threshold"
for determining whether an issue of compliance
exists.
The "escape clause," as Dean of Faculty Robert
F. Sasseen terms it. provides that institutions
who fail to meet goals and timetable will not be
penalized if they follow the "letter and spirit" of
affirmative action.
But results are what the government is after,
and failure to meet "goals" within predetermined timetables means an explanation is
required.
Statistical evaluation
Among other things, the guidelines require
institutions of higher learning to statistically
assess the proportion of available minority
groups and women available in the working
population by job classification.
To do this, colleges and universities must rely
on various sources of data. But Dr. Burton R.
Brazil, executive vice president of San Jose Stale
University. claims the universities must rely on
"gross figures."
"It’s a very misleading base-line to work
with," says Dr. Brazil. fie says most statistics
available are either incomplete or were not
designed to provide the specific data required
for affirmative action.
Dr. Brazil says universities and colleges have
a difficult time assessing their potential work
force at the academic level.
’the geographic area SIMI recruits from
"certainly isn’t the County of Santa Clara or the
state," he says.
"We’ve laculty from Syria, Africa, Latin
AmericaI mom almost everywhere." observes
Dr. Brazil.
He and others in the university. including
Pres. lohn H. Bunzel. contend that recruiting
widely and seeking through many channels will
attract a qualified held of candidates for
academic openings.
Dr. Brazil says SISU advertises its job
openings widely. Listings are sent to Stale Employment and other mass listings.
The university, he says, invites t hose agencies

on campus which are or will be eligible as well as
recruiting through minority commissions,
organizations, and other minority agencies.
Faculty Search Center
The Faculty Search Center was established
last March by Pres. Bunzel to survey the
minority academic market, identify recruitment
sources and potential faculty talent, to keep
track of candidates, and to advise departments
of the best channels for recruitment as well as
encourage applications to SISU.
Dr. Fauneil Rinn, SJSU professor of political
science is chairman of the center which includes
two faculty representatives from minority
studies (Black and Mexican -American).
Dr. Kinn says the center stresses recruitment
from all available sources and does not seek to
hire minorities over others.
She has stated that qualified minority groups
and women are sought through professional
organizations that have developed lists of
minorities and women with terminal degrees.
Departments at SISU are notified of the
center’s findings, but hiring is still a departmental responsibility.
"Our problem." Dr. Rinn told the Spartan
Daily earlier in the year, "is getting departments
to trust us as a responsible organ to recruit
academic
sacrificing
without
minorities
excellence."
Jab Availability
Another difficulty in hiring for all potential
candidates is the availability of job openings.
"The higher education system is simply not
growing at a rapid rate any longer." states Dr.
Brazil.
In an effort to have jolts for minorities and
women now pursuing degrees. Dr. Brazil says he
has urged departments to try and keep a small
proportion of their staffs on temporary up
pointment more in anticipation of the growim
numbers of qualified minorities.
Affirmative action here
Affirmative action plans are now in existem
at SIMI for both support staff and faculty. But h
were made in compliance with a September 10"
policy statement by SISU committing the CM
pus to affirmative action.
At the faculty level, an interim plan was
effected in July. Dr. Brazil, as academic vice
president, is responsible tor affirmative action
on campus and believes the plan conforms to the
"spirit" of the HEW guidelines.
The academic plan follows the procedures of
affirmative action as described in the HEW
guidelines but reflects a different emphasis in its
construct ion.
Numerical targets have been de-emphasized.
The preamble states "procedures in this plan...
(arel intended to serve as a guide for the
development of more specific policies by the
several schools and departments in which the
111.1111’
initial employment decisions
Continued on paw 4

By Evered Cohen
Special to the Daily
What would it be like coming to school one day
and finding all the lapanese students removed to
concentration camps?
Would business go on as usual?
Thin y years ago last May, "business went on
as usual" when San lose State College made its
lacilities available for the war effort.
Presidential order
Under the provisions of the Civilian Exclusion
Order 96, signed by Pres. Roosevelt. the Western
Defense Command and the Fourth Army
Wartime Civil Control Administration issued
instructions dated May 23. 1942, telling all
persons of lapanese ancestry, both alien and
non -alien they were to be evacuated lrom the
Santa Clara County area by 12 noon, in one
week.
The lapanese were instructed to report to the
Civil Control Station located in the men’s gym at
San lose State College.
During the week of May 25. 1942, the men’s
gym was tuansformed into a control center /or
the purpose of registering some 3.000 of Santa
Clara County’s Japanese, a large number of
which were American citizens.
The registration process consisted of filling
out health forms, occupational listings, storage
forms, and the handling of problems concerning
real estate. Social workers were available to assist the lapanese with any family problems they
might have.
Once registered, the Japanese were placed on
trains and shipped to Los Angeles to be held at
Santa Anita race track until they could be assigned to a permanent federal reserve.
The Spartan Daily articles written abnut the
evacuation gave a reflection of the campus reaction to the internment of SJS Japanese students.
While concern was expressed for the personal
welfare of the evacuees, there was very little
concern expressed for their rights as Americans.
Several articles
During the week of evacuation, the Daily ran
several articles concerning the evacuation.
Monday May 25, 1942, headlineMEN’S
GYM USED FOR EVACUATION CENTER."
This article tells about the gym being used to
register the Japanese for evacuation and adds
that the evacuees were most helpful. The article
noted that Miss Mineta, a secretary in the
Speech and Drama department and Phil Matsumura, a former student, were acting as receptionists. The article went on to say. "David
Sakai, president of the campus Japanese Club
and Sod Sadayuki are assisting with the traffic."
There were reported incidents of hostility
toward the lapanese. However, the detainees
submitted to the process with little protest.
Another reason for their peaceful cooperation
was that these Japanese were loyal American
citizens. In an effort to be good Americans they
chose to give up their rights as an American.
Z6,
1942,
May
Tuesday,
headline"EVACUATION CENTER NEEDS
MATERIAL." This article was a plea for
materials of all sorts lobe used by the detainees.
Headlines tell story
Wednesday. May 27, 1942. headline
"Y.W.C.A. SECRETARY ASKS FOR
MATERIAL TO AID ORIENTALS." This was
another plea for books, pens. footballs, blunt end scissors, and bibles.
On Thursday. there were no articles dealing
with the evacuation.
Friday. May 29, 1942, headline"FAREWELL

Enders story

mislea ding
In Monday’s issue of the Spartan Daily it
was incorrectly reported that Sandi Enders
ailed in a phone interview with the Daily
concerning her association with the Berkeley
Group for Sexual Development.
Miss Enders was actually returning calls
torn a reporter to inform the Daily that she
would not grant an interview, because she
did not want to establish a link between the
campus and the Berkeley organization.
The Daily apologizes lot the misunderstanding and any ensuing embarrassment.

PARTY HELD rciDAY. 1-4." This was about a
going-away party held at the train station by the
Cosmopolitan Club. The party was to say
farewell to the co-chairman of the club, Ellen
Okaguki, who was leaving on the four p.m. train
with the last of the Santa ClaraCount y Japanese
population.
’rhe following week. the Spartan Daily ran its
last articles on the evacuation. Both articles
appeared in the Monday, June 1. 1942 edition.
The first article. titled. "STUDENT OFFICERS SEE EVACUEES OFF." reports that the
SISU A.S. president and some of the A.S. council
members were at the train station to say goodbye to the departing students.
Before the good-byes were said, the student officers gave two pairs of boxing gloves to Dick
Miyagowa, a Hawaiian-Japanese
who had
won the National Collegiate Boxing title for his
weight division.
The second article was the first that could hint
of a protest of the evacuation: "SETTLES
DECLARES JAPANESE A GREAT LOSS TO
COUNTRY."
Settles protests
This article reflected the views of Claude N.
Settles of the social Science department. Settles
had been an adviser to the Japanese-American
Citizens League of Santa Clara County and
therefore felt close to the situation.
In this article, written by Daily reporter Jack
Long, Settles protests the evacuation of the
Japanese Americans.
"The Japanese have made the best citizens of
any of our minority groups." Settles said. "They
have had the fewest number of people on relief:
they have had the smallest proportional amount
of criminality; their students have made the best
grades in school and college, and their laborers
have produced a large percentage of the Valley’s
stoop vegetable and fruit crops."
Settles goes on to condemn the poor treatment
and disregard for the feelings of the Japanese.
The article ended with a poem written by
Mama Kanemoto, a graduate of SIS who was
located in an out-of-state concentration camp.
"I know I am only a Japanese:
My skin is darker than yours:
But I still love the U.S.A.

Whatever our country endures
I’d fight for freedom and liberty.
I’d die with the best of you
But here behind this barbed wire fence
What can a patriot do?
I know no flag but the stars and stripes,
Your songs are the songs I sing,
My tongue knows only the words you speak.
But what do my loyalties bring?
I have full faith in most of you,
Most have full trust in me.
But some of you hold me in open scorn
In this land of the equal and free.
A citizen, loyal and true am I.
Trust me, however you may;
But give me a chance to prove my worth
Please don’t chuck me away!
Dental recalls
In a brief interview, Dr. Dwight Bente!, head of
the Journalism and Advertising department
during the evacuation, revealed there was both
"concern and fear amongst the faculty, but no
protest."
Recalling the events related to the evacuation,
the journalism professor pointed to fear as a major factor in the Japanese round -up.
"We were scared," Dr. Bente! said. "The
Japanese had just wiped out our west coast
defense. When people are frightened, they tend
to discount basic freedoms."
’No Condemnation’
Remembering the American citizenship of the
evacuees and the lack of protest. Dr. Bentel
shook his head regretfully. He noted he was on
leave of absence and not in the area during the
evacuation. "I have to share the guilt." he admitted. "You would think there would be some
sort of condemnation of this type of thing in an
intellectual community." He added. "condemnation did not come."
When informed of the Claude Settles article.
Dr. Bentel seemed somewhat relieved and said.
"Old Claude was always a strong, forth -right individual."
However, not everyone shared Dr. Renters
view of Settles.
In a telephone interview. Settles commented
on the reaction at that time to his statements.
Continued on Page 4

Legislative realignment
rejected by councilmen
Prolonged discussion on the issue at
ponsibility for entertainment at the Joint Eflort
coffeehouse last night followed A.S. Council’s
decisive rejection of a proposal to alter the structure of the legislative branch of student
government.
A.S. Councilmen voted. 2-11-0, against a
constitutional revision brought forward by
Stephanie Dean and Bob Weber that would
radically change the council’s makeup.
Under the proposed amendment, two
representatives would be selected from each of
the nine schools of the university, regardless of
class standing.
At present, the council is based on class
standing. Five graduate. 11 upper division, and
lour lower division seals provide the composition.
Miss Dean’s motion, based on the contention
that the present setup does not provide adequate
balance of campus views, would have been subjected to the vote of the general student body at a
special election had it passed.
(Miss Dean and Weber cast the only "ayes.")
However, council members struck it down.
itcing opposition on the grounds that it would
not insure adequate representation and that it
was untimely.
Councilman Greg English asserted. "A person
can’t be representative of an entire school.
because there are niany departments within a
school. -

Councilman Larry Gonzales added. "Al this
time, it’s senseless (the motion) since the elections are in April. I’m for it. but not now. Maybe
it could be brought up again a month before
April."
Miss Dean vowed to bring it up before then.
"I’m going to start an initiative," she said idler
the meeting. "It’s time students gel to vote on
how they’re represented. A lot of the time. they
haven’t gotten their lair share ol the general
find."
Miss Dean said any student interested in the

initiative drive could contact her in the A.S. offices.
If support for the initiative is mustered, the
amendment can still be placed on the ballot. If
passed by a two-thirds majority. the change
would be binding on the April general elections,
at which time council members are elected.
Later in the meeting, councilmen moved Act 51
into its third reading amid heated discussion
between A.S. Pres. Dennis King and former
councilwoman Debbie Wigely.
The act, which would establish an A.S.
Coffeehouse Board to oversee the Joint Effort,
was discussed at length in regards to where final
responsibility lies.
King voiced his opposition to one section of Me
act which granted "responsibility ’for
procurement ol funded entertainment.. to the
A.S. Program Board.
"Responsibility for procurement should lie
with the colleehouse manager and staff with the
advice of the Program Board,- King said.
A motion to that effect was proposed by councilman Tony Gonzales and passed handily. but
not before Miss Wigely. a member of the
Program Board last year,expressed the opposite
view.
"I think you’re overlooking the tact that
procuring entertainment takes a great deal of
lime and some amount of expertise." Miss
Wigely said. "When you establish another body.
you’re establishing a duplicate Program Board. Councilman English, who voted against
Gonzales’ motion, questioned the possible lack
ol diversity of entertainment ideas emanating
from the coffeehouse’s four-man staff. saying he
prelerred a larger body to decide such matters.
Despite council’s decision lo give final
authority to the coffeehouse manager. Act 50
which is being rewritten for the second time this
yeargives it to the Program Board.
"Apparently there’s a conflict that’s going to
have to lie resolved." King said.
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The Spartan Daily supports the
College Union Board of Governors’
(CUBG) decision to change the name of
the College Union to "Student Union."
This decision comes after almost a
year and one-half of quibbling among
the student government, the administration, and the CUBG.
The name change seems imminent,
as San lose State is now a university.
and the title "College Union" is no
longer appropriate.
However, the CUBG’s 5-3 decision
on Nov. 28 in favor of "Student Union"
as a new name did not originate over
the new university status issue.
Under the recommendation of
former A.S. Pres. Mike Buck, the
CUBG voted on lune 24, 1971 to change
the name "College Union" to "Student
Union."
At that time, Buck believed that
since students financed the building’s
construction and finances its
operations with student College Union
fees, the name of the building should
have reflected that sponsorship.
But, this resolution was not sent to
San lose State University Pres. John H.
Bunzel until Oct. 5 of that year.
Since the CUBG is merely an advisory board for Dr. Bunzel, his approval was necessary.
Soon several letters were sent to the
Daily opposing the name change

Staff cotnments.......

claiming it was inappropriate since
much of the C.U.’s income was from
including
sources,
non -student
conferences, banquets, and the Games
Area.
Those in opposition also contended
that parts of the building were
furnished by faculty, staff, and alumni.
The Daily believed that the required
$1,000 to make the change was too
much money over such a small issue.
Dr. Burton Brazil, executive vice
president, rejected the name change,
and therefore, so did Dr. Bunzel.
However, with the status of the
university changed, the new name
(and the resulting costs for replacing
exterior letters on the building and for
new stationery) now seem necessary.
Although the original contention
that non-students use the College
Student
Union is valid, the name

Union is not all that bad.
After all, students use the Faculty
Cafeteria. the Faculty Office Building,
and attend the Faculty Booktalks, so,
in actuality, what’s in a name?
Although University Union seems a
possibility, it is euphemistically unsound. Dr. Brazil’s suggestion of
"Spartan Union" sounds just as bad.
Many of the California State
Universities have solved their name
change dilemma by calling their
unions "University Centers."
Perhaps this is a possibility, but as it
stands, "Student Union" does the job.
At least it’s better than A.S.
Treasurer Andy McDonald’s suggestion of "Trustees’ Union."
William Shakespeare once said, "A
rose by any other name would smell as
sweet." The Daily tends to agree. We
recommend that this year Dr. Bonzel
sign the name change to Student Union.

Spartan Daily

Although the main thrust of the
movie was to express the warping
effect of war on the children of Ireland,
another, equally important message
was portrayed.
The message was, "look at yourself,
viewer. Are you so different from
those poor souls in that torn country
that you can sit back and be complacent about what is happening to

savagery that kills, maims, and
anguishes the population of Ireland
lies in our hearts as well. The expression of that savagery is manifested in
our war and our shootings at places
like Kent State and Southern
University.
It is impossible for human beings in
any country of the world to stand apart
from one another in the delusional
safety of detachment without feeling a
tug from the primeval calling us back
together.
Next time you feel compassion for
your fellow human being as I did
watching "A war of children"
remember its you watching your child
get his brains scrambled by a rifle butt.

A few of life’s delights and pleasures
Mark Heilman
Got a minute? Let me give you a sample of some delights of life. The lighter
moments, the happier times, the simple pleasure
the moments for a
person to step outside daily roles and
experience...
The touch ol an apple as your palm
surrounds the smooth, slippery skin.
An appreciation for learning, one
level at it time, with the understanding

that someday all levels will connect;
The recollection of a dumb mistake,
and the ability to laugh its yesterday
pain away.
A gaze into the bathroom mirror
attempting to visualize a crew cut, and
remembering your dad’s favorite haircutting phrase, "Well, it’s time to lower
your ears again.’
The bursting laugh of a close friend.

Spread of kissing disease
I)? .lark
An epidemic of osculitis smootchmesomemoreum- - please, commonly
known as the kissing disease. has
broken out at San lose State
University.
St udents all over the metropolitan
community campus have been seen attacking each other with fusillades of
oral contacts.
Campus administrators are at a loss
to explain the strange disease. An official, wearing a baseball catcher’s
mask and who refused to be named for
fear of retaliation by pucker groups on
campus, said. "People are making out
everywhere, in the hall, on the grass,
and in the library bookstacks. Only a
few of us have been able to escape the
disease.
"It seems that the ligase is passed
through germs in the saliva,"
explained Professor Don Juan,
chairman of the newly enfrenchized
college of oral excitation.
According to Juan. the germ is heart shaped and has unusual resistance.
"We’re desperately looking for an antidote, but nothing has worked so far.
Most of our problem lies in finding
people who will submit to treatment,"
said loan.
When approached for comment most
students stricken with the mouth nibbling malady were unable to speak.
One student who did separate from
her partner because she had contracted a cold said, "I can’t wait till my
nose clears so I can get it on some
more!"
The health center on campus has
reported dozens of case of chapped,
raw and mutilated lips.
The campus bookstore reported its
chap lip slick supplies are depleted
and that it is ordering an extra large

,tuantity of them for sale at $5 a stick.
Campus maintenance reports that
they have been called to extract dozens
of couples that have become trapped in
doorways by trying to enter while
kissing.
Due to the strange nature of the
disease campus officials think
it necessary not to alarm the students
or the public by quarantining the campus.
One official said, "We’ll just have to
suffer through this epidemic. I just
hope the germ doesn’t lead to more
drastic contact than it already has."

warming your soul;
The slow penetration of heat
replacing the numbness of cold.
The visual journey through a library
shelf containing ancient volumes.
Looking at the world in a twodimensional plane.
Fixing a stare, then catching
something move ever - so - slowly out
of the corner of your eye.
Noticing the steady buzz of a
fluorescent light as your attention
wanes from the textbook.
Getting hooked by the aroma of a
syrupy, shoe-fly pie.
Dropping into a chair like a sagged
noddle.
Undaulating on a water bed (and not
getting caught!)
Staring into someone’s eyes and
wondering what you look like.
Thumbing the whiskers of your day old "bread."
Being whisked away by a memory of
when you wore short pants to school
and twirled a hoola-hoop and ate lotsa
"choklit" ice cream and declaring to
your mother you had a "fart" dog
because he "filed" at you ("smart" and
"smiled" were tough words back then);
Coming to an ending and feeling
satisfied.

INTESTINAL FORTITUDE

Penny Spar
Rick Malaspina
Dan Russo

"If all printers were determined

Eileen Coils

not to print anything till they
were sure

How man tries to hide from other’s plight
Mark Ilegedie.
fellow human beings.’?"
Whether it be the war in Ireland or
the war in Vietnam, humans seem to
have a unique ability to detach
themselves from the sufferings of their
fellows based on the assumption that,
"That’s their problem. It doesn’t
concern me."
The problem with this thinking is
that it runs contrary to the innate
social spirit of the human.
Isolationism is a detachment that man
has just recently acquired through his
monomania for privacy in a world that
is beginning to look like the inside of a
freshly packed sardine can.
"A war of children" showed its
viewers their fallibility as human
beings. The despicable human
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George Rede

it would offend nobody,

Mark Simon
Roger Woo

there would be very little printed."

Tuesday night CBS televised a
motion picture entitled "A war of
children." The film was based on the
religious war currently seething in
Ireland. The flick was poignant,
slashing the viewer’s mind with
bigotry, violence, and the human
heartache of war.
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Letters to the Editor

Quantified education kills
Editor:
The trustees’ decision to drop the
Latin major was either ignorant or inperhaps both.
sidious
The trustees know that Latin classes
will attract fewer students when the
Latin major is defunct. In turn, with
fewer students, the small number of
Latin classes now available will be
reduced, leading to the de facto
elimination of Latin from the
curriculum.
In the same year that we become a
university, Latin, a mainstay of study
in universities for nearly a thousand
years, is made ready for sacrifice to the
beastly god of guantified curriculum.
Conservatives might say that Latin
isn’t practical; radicals might say that
it isn’t relevant; the trustees say that it
isn’t popular enough.
The following excerpt from an
article by columnist, Sydney J. Harris
shows that Latin is practical, that it is
relevant, and that if it isn’t popular, it
should be. Harris says that the Human

Engineering Liboratory in Boston,
after a 50-year study, "sees a one-toone correlation between vocabulary
and violence: if the level of verbal
expression is low, the only form of
expression is physical... With the
fabulous sums spent on education, the
understanding of English words has
declined in large part because of the
removal of Latin from most school
programs."
Latin, as the lifeblood of our
language, courses in our speech, our
literature, and in all vessels of our
verbal communication. To know Latin
is to love and live our English and
Spanish languages and to speak the
speech of saints, poets, philosophers
and science, that spans some twenty
centuries.
Whether or not the trustees’ action
was out of insidious intent to demean
this institution, or a base ignorance of
Latin’s importance it still remains an
insult to all of us.
Joel G. Tansey

Give priority to Californians
Editor:
On Dec. 1 you printed a letter from
Gary McLaughlin concerning foreign
students’ demands for easier payment
terms on tuition fees. The letter was
not at all tactful, but it was not completely unreasonable. On Dec. 4 an
equally undiplomatic reply from Pat
BisiAde appeared. BisiAde inferred
from McLaughlin’s letter that he was
"selfish, pompous and insensitive."
BisiAde suggested that the letter was
not "logical," even though BisiAde’s
reply appealed to emotion more than
reason.
I think McLaughlin was right in
saying that "American student should
have priority over a foreign student" in
entering
our schools; more
%or

Good Greek food on a tight budget: Ella’s

specifically, if even one qualified
Californian who applies is not admitted to this university, then no outof-state or foreign student should be
admitted in his place. This is a public
school paid for by California
taxpayers and intended for California
students.
A reasonable basis for setting fees
for out-of-state and foreign students
would be to estimate what the average
taxpayer pays per semester to support
the university and add that to the fees
that resident students pay. If foreign
students’ fees are now higher than
that, I would agree they are paying too
much. I can’t see, though, why resident
students should have to pay fees upon
registration if foreign students do not.
If would have been more convenient
for many of us to study now and pay
later.
Bob Hallam
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Another Greek restaurant this week.
This time, Elias’ at 545 S. Second St.
I heard a lot about this place
following my review of the Greek
Taverna last week. My Political
Science professor said the food was
great and the prices cheap. A friend
said the prices were cheap, the food
wasn’t so hot, but it was a nice place.
young lady said the food made her sick
and it was expensive as hell. My
curiousity thus aroused, I decided to
check this place out.
So brandishing my "2 for 1 dinner"
discount book, I entered the establishment.
I agree with my professor. ’Me food
is pretty damn good. In fact, it is as
A

good or better than the Taverna’s. The
prices are quite reasonable; less than
$7 for a meal ;or two, and service is efficient, friendly, and willing to explain
exactly what it is you’re eating.
The Greeks like to use lots of lemon
and vinegar on their foods and that’s
why its taste is foreign to most
Americans. One may have to develop a
taste for Greek food.
Elias’ has a tendency to use a bit too
much tomato paste on the dolmadakia,
(stuffed grape or cabbage leaves), but
otherwise, the food is quite palatable.
The Avgolomele, (I’m not sure of the
spelling, but it’s a thick soup of
chicken, rice, chicken broth, and

by Lou Covey
lemon), was excellent, and the lamb on
the Arni Souvlaka, (shish kabob to the
laymen), was incredibly tender.
At the Taverns, it becomes quite obvious that one is paying mostly for atmosphere. And for special occasions,
like a friend’s birthday, that is what I
want.
But at Elias’ you pay for good food,
good service and a certain amount of
intimacy. It is kind of hard to get atmosphere into a converted diner.
There is a large selection of food on
Elias’ menu, both Greek and American.
And it is served in great abundance.
One comes away with a pleasantly
stuffed feeling.
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Women protest
system Friday
By Shannon Grueneich
Women wearing black
sashes will hold a noontimes
vigil to protest apartheid in
South Africa on Friday, Dec. 8
at the IBM’s branch office at
1871 The Alameda. The local
black sash vigil is one of many
organized
throughout
the
world by the Women’s
International League for Peace
and Freedom to observe
Human Rights Day.
Dec. 10 is the 24th anniversary of the signing of the
Universal
Declaration
of
Human Rights. "We feel a very
appropriate way to observe
Human Rights Day is to draw
attention to the complete
denial of human rights under
the South African system of
apartheid," said Ms. Genie
Bernardi ni,
chairwoman.
In South Africa, 4 million
whites rule 15 million blacks.
The all -while government has
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Community
Forum
boxes. In the future editors
will serve two weeks
instead of one. These boxes
are located in the Central
Library near the Photocopy
machine, on the main Boor
at the information desk of
the CU, and in the Spartan
Daily newsroom IC 208.

By

Armando Flores

the AS. Council in
conjunction with the A.S.
Executive will conduct an
"Open Forum" The event will
take place in West Hall, at 7
p.m. Everyone is invited.
The Third World Coalition
initialed this "Open Forum"
for the purpose of furnishing
students with an opportunity
to raise and discuss issues
with members of student
government in a relaxed atmosphere and on an informal
basis.
Students are urged to air
complaints, identify problems
and participate in the search

The commis! iit

Forum party
open to all
By lames C. Bottini
The public and community
groups are invited to attend a
meeting for the possible
formation of a political
coalition to change the composition of the San lose City
Council through the next
municipal election scheduled
for April, 1973.
It is hoped by the organizers
that this meeting will be the
first in a series of meetings
which will discuss the
problems and issues of San
lose. Subsequent meetings
will possibly deal with the
choice of a political candidate
or mm slate of candiates chosen
to run on a reform of these issues.
The first meeting will be held
on Wed. evening. Dec. 13. 1972,
at 216 N. First St., San lose, at
7 p.m. For more information.
call Jim Bottini at 226-6889
;home] after tt p.m.

Novinsientu
Chicano de

Proposition victory helps
By lim Lieber
Two weeks ago, United
Farm Worker organizers from
all over the country met at La
Paz. the Unions’ headquarters
in Keene, California. The
primary topic was the outcome of Proposition 22. Had 22
passed, 90 per cent of farm
workers would have been
prohibited from unionizing.
migrants would have been
slapped with a year in prison

fur striking.

ai.a the AUL-Malta

boycott of farm products
would have been outlawed.
The group’s conclusion was
that the Initiative’s resounding defeat indicates more to
the Union than continued
survived.
Most important. it signifies
the boycott in California is in
better shape than it was belore
the summer. More than 4.5
million people, fully 58 per

majority of
the right to vote, forbids black
workers to join trade unions or
organize strikes, and jails
people without trial.
Apartheid has been
condemned as a violation of
human rights by the United
Nations which has called upon
all countries to cut off arms
sales, economic aid and
private investment in South
Africa, The WILPF urges the
U.S. to implement the UN
resolutions. Specifically, the
U.S. should stop selling
airplanes to South Africa, stop
granting South Africa a
preferential sugar quota, and
remove the NASA satellite
tracking station from South
Africa.
The San lose Branch of
WILPF has chosen to hold its
vigil in front of IBM because
IBM is one of the biggest supporters of apartheid.

for their solution at this public
meeting. In addition, certain
Council members would like
to receive feedback on crucial
issues they intend to expose.
Please attend.

Phil Gould

Small talk on a rainy day

Iranian ’New Year’
has old-time tradition
not. This seems a
very unusual way to celebrate
a holiday because alter a night
of so called fun -most of the
people are miserable. The
people here don’t seem to want
to be with their families at this
time. They just want to watch
the many football games on
New Year’s Day. In in Iran the
people spend New Year’s Day
as well as the rest of the
vacation with their families,
friends, and traditions from
the older times in Iran.
The Persian New Year is
celebrated in the U.S. too. On
the appropriate day in March,
Asthe Iranian Student
sociation puts on a New Year’s
program. Most oi the Persians
come together to enjoy singing
and dancing.
Last year the New Year’s
party at lack London Square in
Oakland was very good. There
were many Persians and
Americans there. The main
event was a play presented by
the I.S.A., making fun of the
great amount of money and
time the Shah had spent on
1971 on the celebration of 2500
years of Persian leadership in
Iran. The I.S.A. asked me III
would participate in the
program by singing Persian
songs. I was very happy and
the people seemed to enjoy my
singing.
After the program there was
a lot of singing, dancing and
drinking.
Drinking
is
family or

something must Persians in
Iran don’t do. but here in the
U.S. we tend to follow the customs of the U.S. The songs and
dances reminded everyone of
home.
The Iranian New Year’s
celebration is presented every
year by the Iranian Student
Association usually at jack
London Square in Oakland.
Towards the end of March
tickets will go on sale, last
year’s price was $5.00 and the
program lasted until about 2
o’clock. See the Iranian
Student Association on campus for more information.

cent

tot

the elet.loidte s tiled

against
the Initiative.
a ’No’ vote
Generally.
represented a person’s first
decision in lavor of the farm
workers. Because the ice was
broken at the pulls. it should
be less difficult to convince
people to support the Union at
markets and restaurants.
The lettuce struggle has had
a lung and somewhat confusing history which I’ll
attempt to summarize. The
conflict began in July of 1970
when the United Farm
Workers petitioned lettuce
growers for union representation elections. The growers
ignored the request. Without
consulting the workers, they
sought out the Teamsters and
signed ZOO back door contracts
in a Salinas motel. On August
24, 1970. approximately 7000
lettuce workers went on strike
to demonstrate their desire to
be represented by the United
Farm Workers. According to
the Los Angeles ’Times. it was
"the largest farm labor strike
On
history.U.S.
in
September 17, 1970. a court
order from a Salinas judge
curtailed all strike activity;
the boycott became the major
tactic.
To date, pressure from the
strike and boycott has been
sufficient to net the Union six
contracts. Fifteen to 20 per
cent of ice berg lettuce now
carries the Aztec eagle.
position
teamsters
The
during the boycott has been
200
their
unclear. In 198 of
fields they have ceased to
process grievances, or in other
ways enforce their contracts
for months on end. In March.
1971. the Teamsters and the
Farm Workers sis,:ied a threeyear agreement which stated
that for organizing purposes
the fields were the province of
the latter. Since then, conflicing trends have appeared.
The Teamsters supported the
Farm Workers on Proposition
22, but Frank Fitzsimmons has
made some anti -farm worker
statements, and a New York
local recently announced that
it was launching a counter
boycott against farm worker
lettuce.
the
Whether or not
Teamsters line up against the
Union. the opposition will be
formidable. Agriculture, the
biggest business in California.
will utilize its enormous
economic and political
resources in trying to break
the boycott. The Nixon administration easily could come
up with another of its schemes
to outlaw the secondary
boycott. ’rhe Department of
Defense, which has upped its

Vice President of CSU,
addressed the meeting on

the
subject ol centralization of
California
decisions in the
State University and Colleges
system.
Many decisions formerly
made on this campus are now’
being made in the Chancellor’s
(Alice, such as enrollment
levels, the academic structure,
rules lor distribution of
workload, and EOP quotas.
Dr. Horns expressed his
the general
that
is toward centendency

tralization and uniformity
rather than decentralization
and diversity, citing as examples the conditions of the merit
salary
schedule and the
conversion
of
some
department chairmen to fulltime administration.
George Stouter, president.
UPC, CSU, S.I.. also spoke on
the subject of the Chancellor’s
power grab, briefly describing
the successive steps which led
to the current plight: al The
Governor’s Office, through a
series ol severly restrictive
budgets. has seriously impaired the system; bl The
Board of Trustees has sought
to remove faculty styled as
troublemakers; cl The Board
ol Trustees has unilaterally
imposed a set of grossly unlair
grievance and disciplinary

cl)
The
procedures;
Chancellor’s Office, awarding
substantial salary increases.
has attempted to win the
loyalty of administrators to
the detriment of the faculty; el
The Chancellor’s Office is
implementing a
currently
salary schedule which may
well include completitive step
increases, a feature which can
only divide the faculty.
’The consequence of this
power grab. Sicular predicted,
will bee divided and impotent
faculty; all significant power
in the hands ol deans and
department chairmen who
curricula,
decide
will
promotions, and retention: a
salary schedule which can be
used punitively against those
who fall to observe the administration’s boundary lines.

ffieheig lettuce consumption
by 300 per cent since the
beginning of the boycott.
probably won’t switch to
something more nutritious.
Nevertheless. I don’t doubt
that the boycott can be won.
Even so. I realize that I he last
two and hall years. in one
sense, haven’t been fulfilling
for the Union. Virtually all of
the organization’s energy has
been expended on the boycott.
on fighting against reactionary state and national
legislation, and of course on
Prop. 22. Consequently,
organizing new farm workers
hasn’t received a great deal of
attention. There are over two
million farm workers in the
United States. Currently, only
about sixty thousand are
members of the United Farm
Workers. Where they are
workers
contracts,
union
receive a living wage, work a
nine-hour day las opposed to
the traditional twelve), and
have ample sanitary and
safety provisions. Equally important, the union insists on
the enforcement of child-labor
laws and does not tolerate the
use of labor contractors.
Where there is no union there
is rank exploitation as well as
disease. Conditions are so bad
that the average from worker
lives to be only forty-nine.
Child labor is common: one out
of three farm workers is
thirteen or younger. The use of
labor contractors who take fat
slices out of workers’ pay
while preventing them from
dealing directly with owners
is still the rule.
If you have any time at all.
and even if you don’t. lam asking you to become active.
Besides not consuming iceberg
lettuce, you can help by
joining the local boycott office
in efforts to convince stores.
restaurants, and institutions
to carry only Union lettuce.
Also, you can hold meetings at
your home to involve others. If
you’re interested in full-scale
it’s
commitment,
political
likely that you can join the
boycott as a staff member. If
you do, you’ll work twelve
hours a day, six days a week.
You’ll learn more about the
politics, economics, and
people of a community than
you probably could in any
other capacity.
UFW Office is located at 237
N. First in San lose, Tel: 2924651.

was a simple matter of Revolutionary
Decocracy. The Workers’ committee being the governing
board.
The old system of voting in
a
particularly
officers,
chairman to undertake the
mobilizing the
of
task
organization. to work for La
Cation. had many hangups.
The past has shown us that
when a chairman was elected.
he did not receive the total
support of the whole group.
different
of
Because
personality
philosophies,
clashes. etc., there was always
the dissenters who spent the
school year organizing against
the present leadership.
On the other side you had
organizing
leadership
the
against the dissenters to stay
in control of the organization.
So what you had all year was
the dissenters arguing with
the leaders on how logo about
working for La Cause. while it
passes them by turning off
potential movement students.
Another hangup was the
elected officers, who were
expected to do all the work jut
the organization instead of involving as many members as
possible.

’Ibis III all right lOr d dab la
sorority. but we are neithei
We are a student movement
involving
to
committed
students in bringing about
Lte
social changes to alleviateI
conditions of the Rama. You
don’t vote to better the Conditions of Chicanos

with all the work.
There was also the opportunists who used their
Chairman to
of
position

further their own personal
interests for a job or
scholarship. By eliminating
the top authoritarian position
you cancel the chances tit dn
the
using
opportunist
her
movement tor his or
personal gain.
Your leaders are instead the
pet sons
committed
most
dedicated to work fur
themselves.
Cause and not for

If you want to become a leader.
all you dots become act ive and
work.

A46-;;5’Ape allery
eifldc
p.f IlLPepalMed

A PLACE
TO COME FOR
WHATEVER
YOU SMOKE

Art needed
Submit your art contributions to the Community
Page.
You may submit cartoons or
photographs. Cartoons should
be drawn in felt pen or Indian
ink on white paper.
Also editors of the Community Page would like to
point out no editing lcuttingl
of articles is done unless they
are too long or space doesn’t
permit the article to be
printed.

you go

out and work to achieve that
goal.
The old way had us voting
on what issues were relevant.
then what issues had priority.
then how do you resolve the Issue, then after all the ap.
provals, the chairman was lett
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A.S. ’sense of community’
not rhetoric,says Marder
By jay Morder
When the present

Associated Student Executive
last
campaigned
Officers
spring, the King ticket put
forth the idea of a "sense of
community.- This noble sounding cause is not just rhetoric.
The theme of community involvement is being carried out
in a number of different ways.
one of which is the formation
of the Associated Student
Planning Agency.
The main duty of the A.S.
Planning Agency is to insure
the formation of a Campus
Community Plan. This
document will analyse and
make recommendations in the
housing,
areas
of
transportation. open space,
community facilities and land
use in the campus area.
The main ingredient in
creating such a neighborhood

339/10
Ethyl (100+Octane

plan is the involvement of the
community
community.
needs your support whether
you are student, faculty, administrator or resident. Our
been
campus
area
has
ignored anti shafted long
enough by the city. and county
among others.
The Campus Community
Plan is your chance to do
something positive about the
direction of your community.
It you are interested in this
community. come to the comworkshop this
munity
Saturday at 10:30 p.m. in the
Pacifica Room of the Student
Union. This will be an opportune time for you to get involved on the ground level. A
committee - of - the - whole
will be lormed alung with subcommittees to work on the
various elements jut the Cam-

This

Sicular: ’Chancellor
in power grab’
WATE It
By Kenn Fleissner
lEditors’ note: The following
are the minutes. one of two
pages, on the general
membership meeting of the
of
Professors
United
California held Oct. 28, 1972 in
the CU. Umunhum Room.I
Hobert Burns, Academic

MECHA
Est utliantil

Azilani

Boycott gains strength

deprived the black

By Esmail Poushnejad
In Iran Spring comes in
March. It means warmer days
and the beginning of a New
Year. The seasons are more
visible in Iran than here in
San lose. Winter brings cold
weather and snow, summer
brings very warm weather.
autumn brings the changing of
the leaves and spring brings
the renewal of all life.
When the snow melts in
Tehran and the days become
warmer and longer, all of the
children and adults get really
happy. Spring brings happier
days and times.
All the people get a 13 day
vacation starting New Year’s
Day. During the vacation a
family visits its relatives,
starting with
the oldest
relative first, and the adults
give presents to the children.
The first house my family
will visit is that of my
grandmother. Then on to see
my uncles, aunts, and cousins.
Certain days we have to stay
home so the younger members
can visit our family. When I
was a child, the night before
the New Year’s Day. I couldn’t
sleep.
In the U.S. people seem to
have their best New Year’s
celebration by going out to a
night club or party. New
Year’s is a time when
"everything goes." Everyone
gets drunk and at 12 o’clock
everyone kisses everyone else.

had many hangups
By Sonny Madrid
Lomita do Los Est udiantes

Open Forum tonight
today,

MECHA leadership
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One professor protest Counseling center
meeting
set
today
wrath,
job
loss
brings

News Review
By Cathy Tallyn
Compiled from the Associated Press

Butz to remain in Cabinet

post

of
CAMP DAVIDFail Butt cccli remain as
Agriculture and Peter G. Peterson will be replaced as Commerce
Secretary by Frederick B. Dent, Pres. Richard Nixon announced
yesterday

Bagley asks high court ruling
SACRAMENTOAssemblyman William 1’. Bagley. R -San
Rafael. author- ot California’s school integration guidelines has
asked the state Supreme Court to declare the antibusing
initiative. Pion. 21. unconstitutional.
Prop. 21. approved by voters Nov. 7. prohibits the assignment
of r cc e. creed or color.
id pupils to particular schools because

Callaghan charges are rejected
SAN FRANCISCOfly a 14-2 vote directors of the Bay Area
Air Pollution Control District rejected yesterday as "substantially unfounded- charges against DI. Callaghan. the district’s
chiel executive.
The board members acted after an hour’s discussion in
executive session ot a 66 -page document submitted to the board
by William R. lalavich. Santa Clara County member.
Charges included allegations that Callaghan is soft on industrial polluters.

12 still missing after collision
llaguod, Jr., a
CONWAY. S.C. I he body ut Capt.Thomas
South Carolina Air National Guard pilot was found yesterday,
but 12 Air Force crewmen are still listed as missing following the
flaming. high -altitude collision of two military aircraft Tuesday
night which apparently left no survivors.

Demo Assemblyman found dead
SACRAMENTOVeteran Assemblyman Carley Porter. 66.
11-1/owney, Was found dead in his Washington, D.C., hotel room
yesterday. his Los Angeles office and capitol sources said.

Continsed from page 1
"Some members ul the
faculty came and gave me a
good cussin’.- Settles said. A
victim DI leukemia. Settles is
totally crippled now and
unable to stand.
Settles reported his protest
eventually cost him his job.
As a direct result of his
the
condemning
article
japanese incarceration, according to Settles. the State
Legislature informed then SJS
Pres. Thomas McQuarrie the
college would not receive an
appropriated $3 million for the
new library unless Settles was
removed.
As well, as the national oar
sentiment grew, many
students left school to join the
armed service and cutback of
faculty and staff became
necessary.
Claude Settles was one of
the first logo. Settles said he
wrote a letter to Mrs. Eleanor
the
concerning
Roosevelt
and
internment
japanese
expressing protest. He
received an answer from 1
Edgar Hoover.
Despite the personal abuse
muttered by Settles, he holds
no malice. "You couldn’t
blame them very much," Settles said. "Some of them hail
sons who were tortured, and
some ot them lost their sons.
To them, every japanese was
an enemy of the United
Stales."
In a telephone interviev,
with Margie Yamamoto,
graduate student here at 51St.
further explanation of the

treatment received by the
japanese is explained.
Holding a WA. degree in
Journalism. Miss Yamamoto is
presently doing research for
her Master’s thesisdealing
with the newspaper treatment
of the japanese in America
from the outbreak of WWII to
the evacuation.
Although too young to
remember the situation. Miss
Yamamoto related many
stories told her by her mother
who was interned.
Miss Yamamoto told how
the Japanese, in their haste to
sell their belongings were
forced to sell refrigerators for
four and five dollars. She also
told how Caucasian people
knocking,
without
would,
elner the homes of the
for
looking
japanese people
things to buy. "making all
sorts of ridiculous offers."
When asked how she fell
about the evacuation. Miss
gi:=251=r1kCIAm v(31=rt:
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removed from rest homes, the
from hospitals and
sick
children from orphanages. All
these people were placed in
concentration camps.
If the war oetween japan
and the United States can be
considered an answer to these
questions, another question
remains unanswered.

The discussion will last
from noon until 5 p.m. in the
A.S. council chambers in the
College I Intim for students

Why weren’t the German
and Italian people treated in
the some manner?
It this answer can be
answered based on race, Iwo
more
questions must be
answered. Could this happen
to another non-white
groupIf so. would business
go on as usual?

A

g
jt

interested in stalling and
counseling at the center.
"’I’he center will be a place
where students can go and
relax and rap." said Leonardi.
The main purpose is to be a
counseling and referral center
lor students, he added.
Leonardi hopes instruction
in counseling for the Peer
Center volunteers will start
tomorrow.
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Yamamoto said she could
understand the suspicion of
Japanese who were not
citizens "But." she added. "it
should have been taken into
consideration that these
japanese weren’t allowed to
become citizens, even though
some of them had lived in the
united States for some 20 to 30
years."
Miss Yamamoto couldn’t
understand the evacuation of
non-aliens. She said, "What
really appalls me is the fact
that they took American
citizens and put them in
camps."
Another aspect that confused Miss Yamamoto was
why the elderly invalids were

A meeting to disc
the
guidelines and goals 1/i a San
lose State University Peer
Counseling Center will be held
today Ruch Leonardi, Associated Students vicepresident, announced.

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC MODELS
Also

NEW FIATS
As low as $48.00 mo.

HOUSE

fowl
was
stilton
Wed. - Sun.
Entertainment

lease)

375 SO. MARKET ST.
Present Student Body Card For Discount

HAPPY HOUR
3-6 Mon. -Fri.
Doubles $1.00
Draft 25c
Reid-Hillview Airport
Cunningham Ave. near Eastridge

Executive plan seeks
multi-racial campuses
Continued from page 1
The goal of the plan is "the
achievement of a multi -racial
university faculty of men and
women capable ol providing
educational excellence for
students..."

plete their leducationall
programs and have the opportunity to seek employment
here.
The support staff affirmative action program is
dated lanuary, 1972 and
concentrates on procedures to
make sure job classifications
are clearly defined, and that
departments recruit properly,
as well as maintain records of
availability
and
minority
hiring.
Women accounted for 17.9
per cent of the $10.000-peryear employees in 1971 and
18.4 per cent in 1970.
No statistics were compiled
for women in the salary breakdown prior to 1970, and other
statistics appeared for the
first time, such as separate
listings for specific ethnic
groups IMexican-Americans
and American Indiansl.
In the synopsis, the authors
slate. "Few of the campuses
have, in the past, kept records
which could facilitate a comprehensive study of personnel
practices and programs as
they relate to minority employees."
The survey concludes by
stating.
"Every
indicator
reflected an improved position
Ibis year...and in some

Important in interpretation
of the plan is the quote from
Executive Order 11375 119671
which slates that "race, color.
religion, sex or national
origin" are not to be vimsidered factors in employment. This is the legal
"backbone" of the argument
educators use to prevent
hiring from becoming what
they call "a numbers game."
favoring
groups
minority
before others.
Provisions have been made
in the plan for the compilation
of ethnic and sexual statistics
by the director of Institutional
Research. Each semester
"relevant portions- of the
statistics will be provided to
each department chairman.
dean, and vice president.
The plan alai) asks
departments to till "a substantial number" of faculty vacancies with temporary appointments "until such time as
more women and members of
ethnic minority groin,

instances, impressively so: an
example being the fact that thy,
percentage of total new jobs
which went to minorities this
year was a fraction higher
than the minority representation in the state population."
It does, however, report
"areas of weakness" and gives
as an example the fact that
minorities constitute less than
10 per cent of all occupational
categories except
clerical.
laborer, custodial and protective services.
Also,
who
women,
constitute 35.2 per cent of the
total employee population.
hold 19.9 per cent of th,
actilt v ppoint went s.

Showers end;
cold and cloudy
From the SjSli Meteorology
Dept.Showers ending this
morning, becoming partly
cloudy this afternoon. Continued cold today. The high
today will be 54 with tonight’s
low dipping to 32. Today’s
winds will be from the
northwest, at 10-20 mph. The
snow level this morning
should be around COW I eet . so
Ski MI. Hamilton!

WHAT THE FOLK
IS GOING ON HERE?
TWO
CLUBS

WILD MOUNTAIN.
citA PE a
44

IN
ONE

41,41

THE VINTAGE
KEG ROOM

NASHVILLE WEST
ROOM

WED & THUR NIGHT
JAMES LEE REEVES
FRIDAY NIGHT
SAT NIGHT
JOE CANNON
JOHN & DORSEY
49ers

ATLANTA

STARRING GERRY CLARK
& THE NEW BREED
DANCING AND COCKTAILS
7 NIGHTS A WEEK

_ LIVE ON COLOR TV
-

Sundcy Det. 10 at 1 pm
Breakfast 6..1 be served

OAKLAND VS JETS
Monday Dec 11 at 6 pm
Come early for the best seats

to early birds
- NO ADMISSION -

NASHV

t7 WEST

193 Commercial Sunnyvale
732-7710

Mountain fountain.
BOONE’S FARM, MODESTO CALIF.
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’Duck’ returns
in second show

Culture coming apart?

Film studies future

’Barry s Back Porch by Criss Cross

Phil Gould

Exhibit lacks
major theme
By Stephanie Curtis
Exhibits of collections of
different artists have a
tendency to lack focus unless a
theme or major style is carried
through all the works. Unfortunately, this is also true of
the current faculty exhibit
running in the Art Building’s
main gallery until December
15.
however,
Individually,
there are some outstanding
pieces. Arthur Monroe’s
"Ancestral Mask" is a brilliant

S.F. Ballet
to perform
’Nutcracker’
Pacific Ballet id San Francisco will present its production of Tchaikovsky’s "The
Nutcracker" on December 9
and 10 at Stanford
Memorial
University’s
Auditorium.
Performances will be at 8
p.m. on Saturday and 12 noon
and 3 p.m. on Sunday. Tickets
are$3 and $4 with a $1 student
discount at all Bay area
Mary’s stores. The 3 p.m. Sunday pert ot mance is sold out.

EL RANCHO DRIVE IN
Bun Lancaster

"ULZANA’S RAID"
Hitchcock’s "FRENZY"
"HUNTING PARTY"
CU color seOw

TROPICAIRE I
’,ere

TA OUBLEMANGREAT WHITE HOPE"
LOVE OE IVY"

TROPICAIRE II
Ilth super Week

"SUPERFLY"
-PRIME cur
WATERMELON MAN"
%now

BAYSHORE

’

-RAGE"
MAN IN THE
WILDERNESS"
"RED SLIM"
all color show

composition incorporating an
African motif with an impressionisic use of his
materials. He overlays black
oil to produce a series of
pattern in the border. The
center is a gold circle containing black and brown lines
moving toward a circle of
black.
Beauty is almost a dirty
word to most artists.
Thankfully some artists
haven’t succumbed to the
notion that aesthestics are obsolete in art. Pat Tavenner is
such an artist. She places
photographs of nudes with
flowers, greek columns and
clouds in montages. The effect
is a vision of sheer lovliness
unfettered by sentimentality.
She achieves a perfect blending of elements by never letting either subject or composition dominate her work.
Only one of Criss Cross’
works was exhibited which
seems a pity. "Barry’s Back
Porch." a large acrylic on
linen, is an excellent realistic
painting. He uses muted
shades of browns and greys
with shadows done in black.
Another large painting by
Ben Lagasca, "Untitled" failed
to take the viewer anywhere.
The painting is done in an impressionist style but lacks the
movement or excitement of the
better impressionists. His two
watercolors also were plagued
by a sameness of content quite
unrelieved even by the bright
colors.
Honor lohnson has created
her own cosmology in her
series of etchings. The
creatures are incredibly
grotestque: half animal.- half
human and some that are
unlike any combination of the
two. Miss Johnson’s demons
are quite possibly a reflection
20th
century
of
a
psychological hell.
"Viet Nam Series" is a black
room entered from the outside
by a door. Done by Wally
Hedrick, canted a funky artist
of international fame, it is a
rather drab affair. The structure took up far too much room
to justify it’s inclusion in the
show.
Howard McCalebb,
sculptor, has exhibited
photographs of his ingenious
sculptures and jungle gyms
lor children.

By Buss Euxi...ton
two lovers a, .
hand an hand through the
calmness of a forest a flash
of violence it’s evening. The
lovers crest a knoll, the sun
light plays in gentle tones
red beacon whirls atop a
paddy wagon
protests.
beatings, flashes of red. The
two lovers enter a clearing, approach the camera, their metal
faces gleam. Future Shock.
Alvin Tuffler’s best-selling
book, describing the effects of
an increasingly accelerating
pace of change on society, has
been made into a film which
was shown twice to near
capacity audiences in Morris
Dailey Auditorium Monday.
According to lames
Cabeceiras, coordinator of
Audio/Visual
Utilization
Services for the Instructional
Resources Center, the program
was the "keystone" or initial
production for a complete
series on the topic of Future
Shock.
Orson Welles, whose radio
program in the 1930’s led
Americans to believe the earth
was being invaded by
Martians, narrated the film.
McGraw-Hill Films,
producing the film, is
circulating it among campuses. ’rhey have prepared, or
are preparing, a series for each
of the film’s major topic areas.
That is, a series, for example.
on the effect of Future Shock
on the family, on science, on
art, and so forth. The
"keystone" film presents the
concept.
In 42 minutes the film compacts five years of research by
Toffler and 581 pages of his
book into instantaneous
flashes of light, color, sound,
and image.
Orson Welles warns of the
individual need for something
permanent in a rapidly
accelerating change-oriented
society. In the film, his voice.
and the setting he appears in (a
White House-type mansion),
perform that service of
stability.
The film’s major impact is
based on sound and the work
of a film splicer who cut the
scenes down to their barest
impressionistic quality.

Singer to
solo with

symphony
Soprano Ken Grist and
guest conductor Franz Allers
will perform with the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra Sunday. Dec. 30, at 8 p.m.
to open a nine-concert series at
Flint Center, De Anza College,
Cupertino.
Tickets are available for $3
to $7 and may be obtained at
the San lose Box Office. 912
’l’own and Country Village.
The concert. entitled "A
Night in Old Vienna," will include "L’Amero Saro Costante" from Mozart’s "II Re
Strauss
Pasture,"
Waltz,"
"Acceleration
overtures to Schubert’s
"Rosamunde," and Lehar’s
"The Merry Widow."

he scenes flash by: Car
lots, store shelves, for sale
signs, plastic, paper, and
sound. "Choices, instant
decisions, over-choice" is
what we are faced with.
narrates Welles.
Ii is the impact of the
"premature arrival of the
future" where machines
"think," hearts are made of
plastic, babies are "born" in
test tubes, where little girls’

has,’ d it atie-in tealue.
where drugs produce
intelligence, and the definition
of freedom is "the loss of a
sense of belonging."
"Is there danger in the path
we are taking?" Welles asks.
"What happens to the
definition of man?"
There are new sciences that
never existed until today:
Genetic Engineering for
"supermarket babies:" anti

Psychobiology, biotechnology,
cryonics. the DNA molecule,
and the possibility to "create
and recreate life." to make
carbon copies of human
beings.

li1/16

The film seeks to ask more
than answer, as Welles
comments show. "Is
technology always desirable?
What we do today determines
what tomorrow will be."
.

r,,../.

t

Slow scene changing
cripples Black drama
By LaVotda Anderson
Poor stage management
nearly ruined a very good play
Saturday night.
The first showing of Carl
Morrison’s "The Contract or
jive Nigga" was badly crippled by five minute lapses
during scene changes.
An attempt to remedy the
problem was made by the use
of slides, depicting scenes
from San lose’s local night life,
projected on the wall and
curtain. However, this also
failed to occupy the restless
audience or add any continuity to the play.
Even though "The Contract"
was unduly hampered by this,
it still was an enjoyable play.
mainly because of the good
script and fine acting.
For Morrison. a graduate of
San lose State University.
"rhe Contract" is his first
known major attempt at script
writing and is indeed a
successful one.
More than 200 persons
witnessed Morrison pit Black
nationalism against the "drug
scene." His ability to deal with
Black reality gave the play its
extra push.
He more than adequately
dealt with the pusher and his
attempt to enslave Ben, the
lead character played by
CharlesSundiate fackson, into
a life of oppression.
Devil [ones, played by Venson Dulaney. was depicted as

the "white mans’ puppet" who
is placed in the Black community to fill veins with
"coke" and line noses with "a
good snort."
Ben is tricked into being
Devil’s errand boy by signing a
phoney contract and set up to
sell his soul to the pusher man
by Devil’s seductive daughter,
played by Alice Carr.
Unfortunately,
Ben’s
liberation comes about
through his death. as he rejects
his contract and attempts to
turn to a life of helping the
"cause."
He dies, never knowing his
girlfriend. Felisa, played by
Charita Billingsley. carries his
child.
Miss Billingsley’s role as the
"strong sister" added great
deminsions to the tragedy and
enabled her to display her
talented acting abilities.
Also adding greatly to the

Rock show
airs Friday
A 90-minute rock special
featuring The Allman
Brothers Band, Blood, Sweat
and Tears. Chuck Berry and
Poco will be telecast Friday at
11:30 p.m. on channel 7.
The program will Ii
"simulcast" in stereo on FSFX
FM (103.7) radio.

fatal 11tpe ePtlep

Pipe Headquarters
Featuring Name Brand Pipes
BARLING
KING ERIC
COSTELLO

CHARATAN
PROCTUS
KRISWILL

G.B.D.
COMOY
PETERSON

3,000 Pipes $150. to $4.95
Cigarette Tobacco
3 castlesPerle ShagMcDonalds
*COME IN AND PICK UP YOUR
FREE 24 PAGE PIPE CATALOGUE
45 N. 1st Street - Hours fol-S 8:30-6 PM

DOUBLE DOGS, FRIES & COKE

ONLY 65c (with ad)

.
lieniik
drania .....he A at Dur.h.
which opened an the San lose
Stale University Theatre la,
week end, will be repeatr,.
today. tomorrow an.
Saturday at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $1 fur students
and $2 general admission.
They may be purchased at the
theatre box (Alice at Filth anti
San Fernando streets.
Dr. Paul Davee. SJSU than
professor. directs the produrtion a tragic -comic story of
two men of conflicting
character who affect their
social custom and environment.
Principal cast members aro
Wright. Danirl
Randall
Anderson. Beverly Mathis.
and Janice Garcia.
Other characters include
Richard Herten, Randall
Pyhas, Sherry Smith. Stecr

play was the "Love Dance"
performed by Gordon Pierce
and Connie Madison. Both
Pierce and Miss Madison displayed a great amount of
agility and performed the
"love making" dance without a
touch of vulgarity.
"The Contract." billed as a
"Black ass tradgedy" should
have been pegged as a "Bad ass
plav."

ChISSiC- 4 d
BIGGEST i
LAUGH

MOYER
MUSIC
HOUSES
JOB OPPORTUNITY
Part time job
opportunity to repair
musical instruments.
Applicant must be able
to play woodwinds
well.
SEE MR, POWERS
84 E. San Fernando
298-5404

30 SO. CENTRAL CAMPBELL
374-4000
NO COVER SUN -WdEu

275 E. San Fernando
rims from Id in in Bldg.

for
’University Theatres
WILD DUCK
by H Ibsen
Dec 7-9
8.P M
Student $1 00
General $2 00
277-2777

BETTY &MP ,
...o
FESTIVAL
FL,
wm

GEoTTEER

of BETTY COMICS

YEN!"

Gene

\AA 1

Ira
6 PM
’Allah 43f,?3"59 *11

’EVERYONE’S WELCOME
L5:41z1
1
44t

,

CAPP3’
’T-.A\ZRN
157 W. El CEsznirto
Stssany vale

We’ve handed over the keys to several San
Jose State Grads, including FRED POOLE
MIKE
1966),
Maintenance,
(Aero
ERICKSON (Psych -Philosophy, 1966),
MIKE COCHRANE (Poll Sci, 1971), and
BOB WHIPPLE (1970 Grad). These 4 men
will be at the Aero Campus Monday through
Friday, December 11-15 to discuss old
times, football, and flying. Come on out and
see them.
Naval Aviation Officer Candidates actually
fly naval aircraft 11 weeks after reporting for
training at Pensacola, Flordia. See the
Naval Aviation Information Team :or opportunities as a Naval Aviator or a Naval
Flight Officer.
If you’re on the Main Campus you can find
NAVY Officer InformAtion Team at the
corner of San Caro and 7th and at the
corner of San Fernando and 7th. They can
discuss possibilities in Aviation, Nuclear
Power, and any other Officer Program you
can think of.

THE NAVY

I

Toucifin,7, Tale of/Hallam i

IT DOES 0 TO 150
IN 2.1 SECONDS
SO WE DON’T HAND OVER
THE KEYS TO JUST ANY KID
THAT COMES ALONG.

TODAY AT
PEA NUT’S

LAST CHANCE’

ONE MOMENT OF BLISS,
A LIFETIME OF REGRET

Calendar
SAT DEC 9 CALIFORNIA
CHILDHOODS END
SUN DEC 10
BRONZE HOG
TUE DEC 12

Linda

_
19
1
REEFER
CAMP i
JESS

reg. 1.00
WED DEC 6 CHILDHOODS END
THU DEC 7 BOONE’S FARM
FRI DEC 8
CALIFORNIA

AS61:011110 1311..110 lb
Fenfiterindker.
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Rings and things may be purchased at the Fantasy Faire in time for Christmas.

Fantasy Faire features
many crafts and wares
By Cathie Cline
Alice would be in wonderland alter visiting the Fantasy Faire
in
the
College
Union.
this week
Crafts of leather and leathers, hand carved knives, candles,
mounted photographs. wind chimes and clothing are decked out
on all tour levels of the College Union.
On the middle level, the Potters Guild has transformed the area
into one where there are a hundred bulls in a china shop.
Some of the wares show the originality of the artist in being
able to capture a buy from the penniless students.
One such artist is Carol Stomberger, sometimes known as the
leather lady of Santa Cruz. Carols talent can be witnessed by her
use of bird leathers in making necklaces, hair clips and
extravagant chicken feather collars.
Gary Mulholland’s originality and his talent in making knife

blades and wooden handles has seemed to help attract students
to his table.
The knives range in use from a household paring knife to a
simulated French knife and a meat cleaver. Gary also makes hatchets and hunting knives. His prices range between $449 for the
larger knives.
This year’s leather goods showed a speck of originality from
Ramos Productions in their use of a metal clasp to lock the
purses.
Most of the other leather vendors used the standard envelope
style where the lapel is tucked under another piece of leather or a
leather string dangling a bone is tied around a button.
With the high prices and duplication of many items students
should mentally weigh each purchase for the quality and the
price.
The Faire will continue until Dec. 15.

The bangles and jingles of colorful wind chimes fascinate the very young

PAO’

Photos by
Charlie Bell
Dan Coyro
Phil Gould
David Newton

Belts and buckles of all sizes and shapes for individual tastes at the Faire.
reAribletA,

-

Carol Stomberger sports feather necklace

ztv

ItaUtf4

Lik
tgil
124
Oki

4006
The lure of hand -made candles, leathercrafts and photographs draws students to the Fantasy Faire

nerile-sAeckedeess rind foonsy (it the

Faire
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Bowler places 16th with injured hand

Brannon strikes out

By Ray Morrison
Misfortune
happen to
anyone, even to the top
amateur performers in the
sporting world.
Roger Brannon who
represented San lose State
University and the United
States recently in the World
Cup Intercollegiate Bowling
Championship in Hamburg.
Germany split his thumb
while rolling 44 games in two
consecutive days.
Because at this, Brannon
was expected to win the
tournament and dropped to
16th place among the top 34
amateur bowlers in the world.
1 didn’t expect to play that
many games so I wasn’t in
shape" said Brannon.
Brannon
completed
the
tournament with a 197
average, which was highest of
the tournament. However.
because the score was based
on pin fall he lost to opponents
who had unusually high

imunt ries entered. The contest
was sponsored by the Association uf College Unions
International.
To qualify for the World
Cup, Brannon had to win the
regional tournament held at
SlSll last February. He beat
out members of 26 teams from
the West with his 225-pergame average.
Brannon then traveled to the
U.S. Collegiate Bowling
Championships in Long Beach
two months later. He finished
second with a 198.8 per-game
average, to Dalkin’s 199. Since
Dalkin is the defending World
Cup Champion, he was
already eligible to return lathe
finals.
Last year. Brannon received
honors as the bowler with the
highest average 12241 of any
bowler in Santa Clara County.
’This average also gave him the
distinction of having the
highest collegiate average in
the United States.

TIMM
"I was unlucky in the draw
because I could see knows
several lanes over beating
their opponents with lower
scores than mine" said Brannon.
He did receive a silver medal
for having a 279 high game
which tied the world’s record
until it was broken in the
finals by Bern Battle of West
Germany, with a 297.
Ray Mitchell of Canada won
the contest with a 195 average
with Loretto Maranon of the
Philippines at 187 in the
runner-up position. Defending
champion Roger Dalkin of the
United States placed fourth
with a 190.
Brannon said he was not
going to let the problems in
this tournament get him down.
111 have to work my way up
the ladder again next year but
it will be worth it," he said.
The 22-year-old senior was
one of ’34 participants from 33
games against

A

David Newton
Brannon’s top bowling form

tournament
play.
He also has three sanctioned
800 -series with a high of 824.
However, his best series took
place
in
:in exhibition
tournament in Los Angeles
when he rolled an 872 lor
occur in league or

This face can
give you
a lift.
BARBARA EDELL/244-6671
Need a OW, PSA makes it
easy with over 160 daily fheia,,
Connecting Northern and
Southern Cahlorma Your PSA
campus rep makes it even

Polo association names
Lee Walton president
Spartan

water

polo

coach

Lee Walton has been elected
President of the National
AsAthletic
Collegiate
sociation )NCAA) Water Polo
Coaches Association, the San
lose State University athletic
announced
department
yesterday.
The association met for the
first time last weekend during
the NCAA play-offs in Albuquerque.
"We hope to receive permission from the NCAA to establish committee’s to administrate the post -season
play-offs, to make the AllAmerican selections, and to
direct the national growth of
collegiate water polo," Walton
said.

Presently,
all
ad ministration for the water polo
play-offs is done by the NCAA
rules committee.
The entire committee consists of two members; its
chairman, lim Schultz, coach
at Long Beach State
University, and his self-appointed assistant. This year,
his assistant is the University
of New Mexico coach Bob
Meacham. UNM was the host
school for this year’s play-off.
The committee initially had
eight members, but, one by
one, members were dropped
by Schultz and not replaced,
according to Walton.
"I did not ask for this
position but it is nice being
recognized by the coaches."
Walton added.

A graduate of San lose State
University 119571, Walton
becomes the first president of
the NCAA Water Polo Coaches
Association.
He joined the Spartan
physical education staff in
1961 and has consistently
coached winning teams at
S1SU. Under his leadership,
the Spartans have finished
first in the NCAA Play-offs
(19681. fourth (1970), second
(1971), and third this year.
He was voted ’Coach of the
Year for his efforts in 1968.
That award is, yet, another
problem for Walton and the
coaches
association.
The
’Coach of the Year’ award
currently comes from the
Swimming Coaches Association.

Fencing team wins
berth to Sonoma
Last Saturday. the. San lose
State University fencing team
competed with seven schools
in regional competition for a
place in the Northern
Foil ChamCalifornia
pionships.
The women’s team was
undefeated and the men’s team
placed an impressive third.
Both teams now qualify for the
championships to be held in
Sonoma on February 25.
Also competing were Fresno, Hayward, West Valley.
Stanford, Santa Cruz and Cal
Poly. Fresno did not compete
in the women’s division.
S1SU fencers also placed
well in individual competition.
Kathy Williams tied for first
place;
Helen
Lichtenstein
placed third
and Leanne
Southard placed eighth. In the
men’s division, Ed Golda took
a fifth place.
"This was the cleanest lancing meet that’s ever been
held. It was a very high level of
fencing," said Miss Southard.
The team agrees that the
success ol the fencing team is
due to their coach, Dasaro,

Women win

season finale
San lose State University’s
women’s hockey squads ended
their 1972 season with twin 30
wins over Cal State
Hayward in A competition
and RC. Berkeley or the B’s
Saturday in Hayward.
led
The wins t
records to 4-2-2 for A’s and
tor Ifs in what was "really im
proved, haat team play:.
comment eil coitch Lela Wallin

Sini19011

who was the youngest member
of the 1960 U.S. Olympic fencing team.
Dave Lichtenstein. member
of the team commented, "We
are very fortunate to have this
quality of a maestro. He’s the
best coach around. We’ve
never had coaching like this

No-name

tip threatens

iilltillS11111115i..111c1 lt/111 dll
office worker in the Financial
Aids Office yesterday there
was a bomb in the Administration Building.
Four campus policemen
searched for half an hour and
found nothing.
Clerk Linda May took the
call about 1:30 p.m. According

he

before."
A maestro is one who has.
literally, mastered the foil.
Drumm is a master in foil,
saber and epee. and accredited
by the National Fencing
Coaches Association and the
Federation Internationale
d’Escrime.

bomb

ii 1,11111/Us Imbue,

the male
caller said, "There’s a bomb in
your building."
Campus Police Chief
Earnest Quinton explained his
men did not force evacuation
of the building since the caller
gave no time the bomb was sel
Iii go oft.

STUDENT CAR CENTER
LATE FOR CLASS?
WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU.
( tOe

Day On Our %mild% Haw)
-WE SPECIALIZE IN HELPING STUDENTS -

Dependability
- For More Than 30 Yrs.
Licensed Mechanic On Duty 8-6
PM
We’ll Maintenance YourCar While
You Attend Class.
-1 ON, Ili0’,
Come By And See Us
Soon To Talk Over
Your Car Problems.
We’re Here To Help
78 SO. 4TH,
SAN JOSE
SINCE 1936

SILVA

295 8968

eta Ta Nes. -Ilargcr I Ii

waning

moments

id

the

PSA gives you a lift.
Ili) EN EV 41

has been suffering.
The Tigers were also hurt
when three of its starters
fouled out early in the second
half.
UOP who lacked the height
of the Aggies collected only 35
rebounds to the Aggies’ 43.
BOX SCORES
10-1-21;
SISC-Mickey
Hunn 6-1-13; Chisolm 2-0-4;
1-1-3;
Fair
8-8-24;
Gamulin
Stevens 3-0-6;

a

4.

1.

.

CAMERA .
-,

.

.
.

.

..., _

Hogue 4-2-10;

(iSF-Player 1-0-2; Curran
1-0-2;

Lorenc

10-9-29;

lohnson

4-0-8;

Smith

---

11-4-26;

Hunter 3-0-6; Totals

30-13-73.

SANTA CLARA-Wenig 22-6; Morgan 2-0-4; Aycox 9-119; Feeney 0-1-1; Pardini 1-02; Scott 6-0-12; Hubbard 9-321; Millis 0-2-2; Totals 29-967.
1-0-2;
CAL -Hoppe
Schulkin 1-1-3; Brown 5-0-10;
Kenworthy 4-4-12; Thompson
8-0-16; Morin 1-3-5; Hagler 31-7; Lucich 2-0-4; Motola 2-04; Totals 27-9-63.
SACRAMENTO STATE
4-4-12;
STATE -Burns
Wagner 1-2-4; May 6-2-14:
Milner 4-3-11; Girard 2-0-4:
Greer 5-0-10; McHolland 7-923; Totals 29-20-78.
HAYWARD STATE

6-3-15; Goodman 5-2-12; Harmon 4-0-8; B.
Nelson 1-2-4; Davis 3-3-9;
Zimmerman 11-1-23; Totals
30-11-71.
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Theillford
See-for-Yourself
Specials
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135mm 20 Exp. HP4-400 ASA 111
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116
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different
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surfaces
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STATE-Dayak

DC DAKIS-Beaver 5-4-14;
Stone 5-1-11; Johnson 2-4-8;
Delaney 5-3-13; Turner 1-2-4;
Magowan 6-3-15: Flanagan 25-9; Hart 2-6-10; Tracy 4-0-8:
Totals 32-28-92.
PACIFIC -Westover 1-3-5:
Caldoni 2-0-4; Tucker 7-4-Ill:
Gill 1-0-2; Weymouth 9-0-18.
Haverty 4-6-14; Dahl 3-2-8,
Totals 27-15-69.
’Editors note: numbers are
field goals, free throws and
point total).

THE SPORTS CARJUSTVOTED THE
BEST UNDER $3,000 IS ALSO
THE ONE FURTHEST UNDER $3,000.
what it has, it’,
hard to believe it’s the lowest.
priced true sports car in America.
$2.668. (This is the manufacturer’s suggested retail price
POE the West Coast. Of course,
t ransportat ion, state and local
taxes, optional equipment and
dealer preparation charges, if ail
are additional, as with any other
new automobile.)
Considering

San Jose

San Lorenzo

40 So First St Downtown see
Jose 279-1681 open daily 11-9:45
Closed Sunday

520 Via Mercado at Mesperian
stud 278-1121 Open daily 9-6
Sunday 11-4 Fru, narking
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Totals 34-12-80.

bothersome injury Weymouth

If you’re in the market for a kind that ends up bringing more
joy to automobile mechanics
sports car that won’t leave you
than it does to you.
too broke to enjoy it, we have
Now. as to looks, the only
news for you:
comment we can add to the
For the second year in a
row, the sports car devotees who
picture shown here is that the
read Car and Driver magazine
850 Spider was designed by
Nuccio Bertone. The very same
have voted the Fiat 850 Spider
Nuccio Bertone who designs
the best sports car in its class.
Because the fact is, the Fiat $20,000 Maseratis.
The Fiat 850 Strider
850 Spider offers the kind of
performance and styling you’d
logically expect from a car
costing considerably more.
For example, the Fiat 850
Spider features a high.perfor
mance engine that goes through
its four-speed fully-synchromeshed gearbox to redline at
11500 rpms.
It has front wheel disc
brakes, independent suspension
all around, standard radial tires,
and even an electronic tachome.
ter (usually an expensive extra).
And although it’s a sports
car, it isn’t the temperamental

A member of the American
Bowling Congress. Brannon is
also a certified instructor for
Brunswick and AMP*. He can
be found almost any morning
in the GU. Games Area practicing, as well as participating
in
the Wednesday night
leagues.

1410 his credit.

300-sanction game can only

Local frosh team
advance to finals

game but could not stop the
By Nick Labaeh, jack Mou
dynamic duo of Santa Clara,
and Rey Morrison
Santa Clara and San lose Aycox and Hubbard. These
State University advanced to two freshmen combined for 40
the championship game points.
Pacing the Bears were Ken
Wednesday night with semiand
Tim
final victories Tuesday night. Thompson
With guard Ken Mickey sup- Kenworthy with 16 and 12
plying the driving force and markers.
Cal could not offset the
forward lack Gamulin bombing the hoop from the outside, Bronco’s board strength as
the Spartan trash team came Bill Scott gathered in 15
from behind to whip the USF caroms, while the best a Bear
Dons 80-73 in what many could do was eight by
observers felt was the game of Thompson.
In other cage action. the
the tournament Tuesday
Sacramento State University
evening in the semi-finals.
This was the fourth Hornets edged the Pioneer’s of
consecutive contest in which Hayward State University 78the Spartan frosh shot over 50 71 in the second round of the
consolation bracket by dumper cent from the floor.
Ball control by Mickey along ping in 87 per cent of its free
with accurate passes and his throws.
SSU made 20 of its 23 bonus
21 points highlighted the vicpoints compared to only 11 of
tory.
Gamulin was the top scorer 25 for the Pioneers.
Center Gary McHolland
for the Spartans with 24
was the Hornets main attack
points.
Forward Richard Johnson of as he dumped in 23 points,
the Dons led all scorers with with seven field goals and nine
29 points and his teammate of ten free throws. He also had
Howard Smith chipped in 14 rebounds in the contest.
Also making the double
with 24 points and 11
figures for SSU was Rich May
rebounds.
The Spartans opened up a hitting for 14. Bob Burns at 12,
25-15 lead early in the first and Greg Milner pumping in
half that faded like cheap 11.
Hayward center Kevin
paint and at the half, USF was
Zimmerman tallied 23 points,
on top 36-35.
but
it was not enough to hold
Guard Rodney Hunn got a
hot hand for the Spartans in the aggressive Hornets.
Despite a full court press put
the second half and along with
the shooting of Mickey and on by HSU during the entire
Gamulin, plus the rebounding game, the Hornets held on to a
of Ronnie Fair, Mike Stevens ten point lead early in the
and Earl Hogue, the Spartan second half.
U.C. Davis dumped the
frosh pulled away for keeps.
Ed Aycox’s four points in University of Pacific 92-69
the final two minutes and Glen with a second half shooting
Hubbard’s clinching hoop drive outscoring the Tigers 53guided Santa Clara past 38.
Forward Blair Magowan
California, 67-63.
faced
the canned 15 points to lead the
California
University of San Francisco in Aggies, while teammates Dave
the third place contest Beaver and be Delaney put in
14 and 13.
Wednesday.
Forwards lim Weymouth
The Bears closed a 35-26
halftime gap to within two and Robert Tucker each
hooked
in 18 points despite a
points on several occasions in

292 -per game average.

Brannon has live sanctioned
300-games and

17: 5
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Dr. Roche’s ’brainchild’

sptsmiguidle

Aids foreign students
By Angel Campos
his semester foreign
students are taking adsantages 01 a sir’, practical
English course designed for
the most frequent needs of
toreign students.
I he course is the brainchild
id In. Ruth Roche, an English
who has been
Drolessur
teaching at San lose State
11nif.ersit y lot 15 ears.
Atter fonsullatilin %%Oh

KSJS
90.7
5-7 p.m.:
Tim Orlando plays rock
5:25-5:30 p.m.:
Woman -to-Woman
5:30-5:35 p.m.:
Spartan Spectrum
5:35-5:40 p.m.:
Spectrum News
7-7:30 p.m.:
Classimuze-30 minutes
of classical music
7:30-7:35 p.m.:
Spectrum News
7:35-7:45 p.m.:
Entertainment Calendar
7:45-8 p.m.:
Soccer Report
8-9 p.m.:
Foundation
Pat:lima
Presents: Everything about
Sex Therapy
9-12 a.m.:
Ken Giorgi plays rock
9:30-9:35 p.m.:
Spectrum News
10-10:10 p.m.:
The Fourth Tower at
Inverness
11:30-11:35 p.m.:
Spectrum News

lacully members and English
IAF and 401, students, Dr.
Roche organized a special section of English 1B to help
foreign students as much as
possible.
According to the professor.
the course stresses reading
comprehension. conversation
and practical writing.
’there are no drills, but
students are asked to correct
their own errors, both in speed
and in writing.
the course includes reading
interesting modern American
short stories and current
newspapers and magazines.
interpret aComprehension,
t ion, and vocabulary
development are stressed.
Conversation takes up most
ot the class time. Comprehension of both speech and
reading is practiced in small
group discussions and
vocabulary development is
stressed through readings and
games. Writing practice is

primarily what English IAF
students say they need most.
"AI one time, until about
lour years ago. the English
department offered four
classes for foreign students,"
said Dr. Roche. -English IAF,
IRK 1CF and a literalui.
course. When the collep
budget was badly cut, the 1111
and 1CF just disappeared.
"But many foreign students
wanted an advanced English
course alter they had passed
the English IAF requirement
When we were able to gel lb
English department to includ,
such a course I went to Bic
foreign students with a ques
tionaire asking them what
they felt they needed in al,
English class.
"According to the Wain,
and foreign student in
dications. I simply designed
the course around the most
frequently stated needs of the
foreign students."
Alter organizing a group id
six tutors, the course got untie!
way. According to Dr. Rochi

the feedback was moonlit
"We tried to assign ti,
student to a tutor who is more
capable of helping him. For
example, a student who has
trouble with speech is assigned to a tutor who is majoring in phonetics. The first
week each student has a
recorded interview. The tutors
listen to this and that helps the
placement of the student with
the tutor." added Dr. Roche.
Thesludent concentrates on
the type of writing he is
interested
in -business
letters, engineering reports,
andrur article writing.
Dr. Roche is one of five
persons giving an African
culture course in the
Humanities department this
semester.
Dr. Roche’s husband. Or.
john Roche, is also a professor
at SISI.J. He teaches
Economics at the New Criiinge.
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State fellowships
Applications for State
for
Graduate Fellowships
1973-74 must be postmarked
the
State
and sent to
Scholarship and Loan Commission by Dec. 15, 1972.
For San lose Stale
students
University
interested in the program
there are approximately 200
State Graduate Fellowships
available. The Fellowships are

ropeoste..., ; a.
. .
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If you
can drive it,we’ll
insure it for less.

1st Copy

WITH THIS AD
ONE PER PERSON

Campus Copy
273 E. San Fernando
next to Peanuts
295-7778
.1(,(7,1 I I
lip,

t, I

NH

.6 .*

*rt

44-110
.411111111101,
FOR
’
DIAMOND WEDDING
CHRISTMAS
FROM $19.95

COPIES

EA.
FREE*

6.;

;

XEROX
3(

in the amount of tuition and required lees at graduate and
professional schools for lull time students.
Applications are available
from the Slate Scholarship
and Loan Commission, 714 P
St., Sacramento, Cali!. 95814,
and from graduate and professional school offices or financial aid offices.

No matter what you drive - from a conservative Volkswagen to a
radical hot rod- we can save you money on your car insurance.
College Student Insurance Service has been working with the
Auto Insurance Industry for 5 years to prove that college
students deserve lower rates on their car insurance. Also you can
continue your coverage after you’re out of school.
We feel that you shouldn’t have to pay more to insure your car
than you did to buy it. (Ask about our motocycle insurance too)

co

rides and

MOMS

GOLD WEDDING RINGS
FROM $2995

WEDDING RINGS
FROM $79.95

DIAMOND

lege, atuaent

PAAryM/6

289-8681
404 S. 3rd St
(Above the 1 sunderettel

RINGS

CSIS
iftsurante service

sui ust
91 South first St.
on) 307 Teen & Country Village

jf

we

KO pi la k ASY PAYMENT PL AN OH BANKAMERICAPD

ttliAlLto
ANNO(JN(

MENTS

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 11115:
Food Supplements (Instant Protein
Vitale& Vita E Calcium etc I
Home Cleaners (Basic M. L. etc I
Beauty Aids (Proteinized Shampoo etc /
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3806

70 VW CAMPMOBILE. Hem good con.ce box tent, must sell, best offer.
65 vw BUS - rebuiltTting (receipts)
it. in bed carpet. extra fine cond $950
293-3180
19 BUG EYE SPRITE. Real sharp rollbar,
hardtop. new tires maga, ken, snooks.
reblt ring $700 374-5643

PISCEAN W EEEEEE DS 1528 W San
Carlos S J 294-1455 (Just West of
Seers) features KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
FIR handcrafted frames, top qualilY
waterrnattresses horn $12 & up organic
furniture pillows, quality to-speeds.
sates & service. accessories, friendly
service righteous prices BEDS TO
REST BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
294-1455

JAGUAR’S. OK 15090% restored. 11.350
or best otter 289-5626

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE
organization meets Thurs 730 PM In
memoriai chapei Al) are welcome.

86 6-4314IA Orange looks brand new
new tires exci cons $1250 998-0505

CFIEVY Impale, good cond Air cond.
pwr 5 & B safety features. extras 2491872 atter TX m 5400
17 DODGE DART 20, sedan, blue with
white vinyl top. slant 6 cly, 3 spd trans
$525 Call 227-8823

FORD FALCON STATION WAGON.
rebit eng Great m p g Good tires clean
Interior 5250 275-9105

-LIFT YOUR SPIRITS"
J.’, a cottege-age BALLET class at
Eutax,8 Schooi yr Ballet Basic technitne beginning dancer Beverly
gun
Eutrazia Gram Director Phone 241-1776
if no answer 286-8917

SUN TACHOMETER. 4 cyl 12 volt 6000
131-iM 270 lace cost $80 sell $30 Lowe
new /89-8194

HAVE A PROBLEM? Looking for
answers*? Let Campus 505 help Call
the Spartan Daily at 277-3161 or drop by

’63 COMET convrt Sacra at 0175 4
speed trans New tires, low gas Mi Call
an 601’. 2594710

THE MONEY BOOK IS $1$0.00
TOTAL VALUE (0 5$
FOOD) FOR
ONLY $400 NOW-72 COUPONS
EXPIRES JUNE I. 1973-GET YOURS
NOW -SPARTAN BOOKSTORE THE
MONEYBOOK GIVES YOU ONE MEAL
FREE WHEN YOU BUY YOUR SECOND
MEAL
AMER FAMILY STEAK H005EI3!
KY FRIED CHICKEN
ELLAS RESTAURANT
ROUND TABLE PIZZA (3)
ELMATADOR RESTAURANT
PEANUTS SANDWICH SHOP
A S W ROOTBEER DRIVE-1N
SENIOR TACO
SCOTLAND FISH N CHIPS
ORANGE WINZIT
PEPITCES MEXICAN FOODS
CACHITO DEL TERRE
MIKE’S HERO SANDWICHES
TACO BELL
SHELTER SALOON
LA TAXANITA fel & .21
ARBY’s ROASTBEEF

70 FIAT 124 Or,,. AM, FM Redo, Main.
Radio), 28 000 Mi -$2 300 Call before 5
I’M -277-3511

SPECIAL MONEY BOOK OFFERS
YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT:
TWO a TRACK STEREO TAPES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE)
25... OFF ON MUSIC INSTRUMENT!
TWO MONTHS MUSIC LESSONS
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE MONTH)
$1.50 OFF ON LP RECORD!
TWO WATER MATTRESSES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE)
ONE DOLLARS WORTH OF
FREE BILLIARD TABLE TABLE TIME)
CARS WASHED AND JET WAXED
FOR 994-NO GAS PURCHASE)
TWO PEOPLE TAKE INTRODUCTORY
KENPO KARATE COURSE FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE PERSONI
FREE 34’ 5 40- TV PILLOW WITH
PURCHASE OF PASSION PUFF)
SPARTAN SOOKSTORE-ONLY54.00
- FUTURE CPA’s Learn now to prepare for
The CPA exrn Becker CPA Review
Course Can collect San Francisco 415
781-4395. San Jose 2514446
FRIDAY FUCKS, This Frl night at? & 10
pm it’s PAINT YOUR WAGON Moms
Golly Aud Admitiston 50a
WE’RE NOT CH/IAP at ban Jose
Waterbeds but we ire inexpensive Uwe
aS a call at 295-8194 or drop by 51611
Kith Si
THE
FANTASY
FARIS
Iris
ALTERNATIVE CHRISTMAS CARDS
Before you blow it with Hallmark Check
ours and save Si
FREE MOVING BOXES ANC
W000
COURTESY OP.
HODEGA ESPANA
1010 N 40 St
Your complete wine & beer store

All TOW )7 IVE
17 AUSTIN MALY 3 000 series $2000
or best offer 3744603

’70 TRIUMPH

NOGG Pert Ithece
POOH WO /offer Dave 2.35-G14,

’NI VW BUG-compietely customized
New tires brakes paint. cart & mere
5800 or besi otter 9E1-8873
’71 YAMAHA 386. Good transportation
Excelient condition Cali after 7 PM 2778595

FOR

SALE

WATER BEDS -Yin Yang Water Bed Co
Since 1970 hie water beds and secs*
series of the finest quality lithe lowest
prices Compare anywhere 2 locations
400 Park Ave Downtown San Jolts 28E1283 and 24E Campbell Ave. across
horn West Valley College. Campbell 376Men
BICYCLES
Sales and Service
Discount on parts and Accessories to
students year round
Genes Bicycle Barn
1)86k Whiten SI 293-7897
ARE YOU SitIrt. PAYING ILTII once for
Deperbacke Recycle features largest
selection of paperback, science fiction in
Bay Area, e price mostly We Pee 20w’
cent cover 30 per cent trade for your
better paperbacks used records, too
Recycle 235 So lot Sr 286-6275 open
10-9
SHREDDED FOAM RUINER 354 per lb
2932954
BLACKLITI POMP’S 51 50. PATCHES
75e IL up. INSENSE 25 STICKS 294.
PIPES $1 00 & up, RADIOS 5356 & up.
LEATHER GOODSE BINOCULAHS
522 00 & up BLACKLITE COMPLETE
le Sit 55, 4’ $2295 STROBE LIGHTS
$1755, GAS GLO BULB $395 INDIA
PAINTS. FISH NETTING II 98 & up. T.
SHIRT S $2 00 EACH BROOKS 80E. San
Fernando I blk from SJSU Phone 2920409
THE PISCEAN
S 4th St I, block
narth of Library, 287-7030 Features a
complete line of heated Waterbeds from
$54 pillows acceSsOnett quality 10Weed imported bwes from 563 Sales &
Service All at righteous Pr iSes *On trier,.
Sly helpful service 287.7030 BEDS 11)
REST BIKES 1 HE BEST at PISCEAN
"WET SUITS" end two surfboards I’d
surlsystein and 94 KiOKI surfboards
medown borlygiovewetstots 251-1273
WHAT IS A FUR IGACI4???????7????
Handhims of FUR Rugs -Bedspreads
Beautiful SUEDE in beer 25 COlOrS
Coyote-Cow HIDES SkunkFoxRebbil
Longo-bed LEATHER for skirts-pants
For shill to DECORATE cars and pads
Tons of core CLEAN SAND to walk on
COME see tHE OUR BEACH a mid trip
1411 The Alameda S J 288-8684
HANG-TEN SHIRTS. log 52 50 and
up
THE SHIRTWORKS
1650W San Carlos Si I nik west of the
GAP Opnn 10 30-5 pm Wed-Sal 2920971

PHOTO -STAMPS
Personalize IrOtir stationary, greeting
cards and thank you notes with your own
photo Real pictures in stamp torms Filly
photo-stamps 1 . 1 7 is a professional
MO gloss photograph clear brilliant.
spark iong perforated wan gummed
backs LOB a Sheet of postage stamps
Reproduced from any size photo or
negative
Photo will be returned
unharmed Allow One week for delivery
Palace Trading Co 259 5 1st St. SJ
95113 Enclose 5250 5% sales tax
NEW TOOLS-WOOD LATHE 36"
LONG $22 WOOD LATHE 4 FT LONG
545 TABLE SAW $65 JOINTER 540
BELT SANDER $25 BROOKS 80E SAN
FERNANDO PHONE 292-0409 1 BLK
FROM SJSU
SKIS-Like new $40. Boots. Approx size
9 $10 245-6280
DYNACO FM-5 TUNER KIT. Unassembled. still in snipping container. Factory
guarantee $145 Call 3364827 In Ben
Lomond)
SAVE THIS AD. Before you pay retell for
stereo ammo check win for discount
prices on Term. Sansui, Pioneer. Dual etc
We guarantee San Jose State students
tne lowest prices available on the entire
bay area Call for weekly specials 2472028
NEW BABY? Back pack $3, eeriest $2.
walker 54. highchair $3, sterilizer $250,
infant seat, $2 50 286-6663
GIANT poster made from any photo or
slide in 1 day $5 Terrific gift idea
SUPER SHOT 353 Menden 293-5684
SNOWTiRES, Two E70-14 Never-used
Mounted and balanced $75 265-63850,
266-5994
"SKIN-SEES." fun fashionable, put-on
tattoos ,decals) as seen in Sept Playboy
at the ClothesHorse Boutique 36 S First
St San Jose
EDGARS TROPIQUARIUM
GIFT
SHOPPE. a0 E San Antonio St San JOse
Specializes in Miniquariums & Oriental
AgOblects Unique gifts A small & friendly store
STUDINTSI
HI Fl DISCOUNTS’ Fantastic discounts on all liar
trade brand name stereo end hi II
equipment Savings from 30% TO 40% on
Such brand names as Sanest, Sony.
Fisher Scott Pioneer etc C8119991588
10 GAL. AQUARIUM complete with hsh
stand accessories 25gal w ’stand Both
resealed rec 266-4066

HELP WANTED
COLLIDE GRADS WITH MASTERS
DEGREE DIGS DITCHES. Sound
familiar, When career positions are so
compentove would it be to your advantage to learn valuable business experience Milli deyel Went. plus a liMely
Income While Will in college ALCAS
CORP has a few such positions for the
right students Call 266-8/39 after 5 PM
for a personal onternew
STUDENTS earn $100 or more per week
Year round working w/young boys On
interesting newspaper promotion
program Noose nee You are trained by
experts No Invest. collections. or del
nec Hassey to earn even higher income
Over 50% of our students average more
than 5100/wailt lest year You must nave
valid drivers license. insurance, good
running car Working hours are 3-9 PM
" ^ow 289and 30 Aft - 4 30 F
1091 ask Tor Mr Terry
ADVERTISINGliP
Creators self-starter needrd by aPt
lice center builders to write own a,..
Prepare promotion schedules & It,.F R
work Send resumes to Intertand atom
lion Bill Meyers 122 Saratoga Santa Clara
95050 No phone cane 018.1.
MIN-PHOTOGRAPH NUDE CORDS.
nee corners I film, student diecOunta.
group rates 1415 The Alameda. SJ. 11
AM -12 PM Clan this Monday ride. 730
PM $5 998-’966
FULL OR PART TINS. Men & women
driver. Mon Wed. Fri and Toes, inure.
Sat Sun 1 00 prn toll 30 prn a 10 am to
6 30 pm 30 per cent to 50 Poor cent com’
mission Tropical Ice Cream Co 3611 No
Montgomery St S J 297-4228 Mn
Bennett

MEN WOMEN
WORK ON A SHIP NEXT SUMMER’ No
experience required Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel Perfect SurnMer lob or
career Send $2.03 for Information.
SEAFAX Box 2049-CF. Port Angeles,
Washington 98832
PART TIME hostesses & cocktail wadtresses Red Baron Restaurent 9234080
Bill or Jay. or apply in person
EVERYBODY went, to know something.
Let Its. Spartan Daily’s weekly Campus
SOS column help you. Call 277-3181,
LOOKING FOR SOMEONE as longtime companion for handicapped individual -FREE room & board town over
18 Very nice apt Call Robert Hall at 2983208 after 5 PM

Lon YOUR BOSS
When you become a SHAKLEE distributor
you ere your own boss No quotas
no risks. Every distributor has
dofferent goals & different approaches
The fact that our natural products
really are the finest Is reflected in
our Out of Sight Sales Growth.
Please make compansons.
We will aBk you to do a little research
before we let you sponsor In.
NO DISCRIMINATION SHORT HAIR
OK
JOHN & MARY 466 SO. 5TH 82-2973086
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY!
International
Local/National
Management Trainee Positions open
Possible earnings up to $1.500/mo Only
ambitious & aggressive Individual need
apply Call Mr Wilson, weekdays 7939158
BUSBOYS, waiters, toper Must speak
Cantonese Waikiki Village Rest 15466
Los Gatos Blvd. Los Gatos 356-9164

CLEAN FURN. APTS.
620 S 3rd IReed & S 3rdl
600 S 9th (Reed & S. 91111
480 S 6th IWlhllama & S. MN
OLDIES BUT GOODIES)

CLEAN, COMFORTABLE turn 1 bdrm
apt 633S0 8th St 288-74740,294-7332

1 BEDROOM FURN. APT, for rent 545
So 5th St Quiet, water soften Clean.
NEAR RI STATE& BUS Attrac. 3 rm 1 Dr.
$125. 725 S 8th Call 204-1519
LARGE 2 & 3 br .2 bath AEK. carpets. off
st pk . pool. 4 blks to camp Study atmosphere 470 S 11th St NI 287-7593
COUPLE-Mature students for asst
manager Exchange nice 1 Ig br apt for
&twos 2 hr wk daily Call 287-7590
LARGE APTS. 2 bdrm. 2811k. f urn NOW
5150 See at 508 S 11th St 2964045
NEED MALE STUDENT by Jan let to
share 2 bdrrn townhouse next to campus
584 rho. clean. non-smoker 275-0598
FELLOWS W.G. area $45imo WOW env
TV 294-1211
SAN JOSE Residence House-Inside
courtyard, color TV. maid &
parking. SIPUrno. up 520.50 week. Near
Univ., So 1119 St. 293-7374
STUDIOAPT. $105Near campus Util Included Call 295-7438
MELLOW ROOMMATE desired to share
large house near Santa Teresa 6 Snell
Fully furnished. has washer/dryer
$90/mo. Split utol 226-8925.
FOR RENT-2 bedroom furnished
apartment near the campus Room ford
students New rugs. Call 252-2243
ROOM vr/kit, priv Non-smoker. Sblbsto
SJS Lenge quiet clean $65500. 287-3125
before noon Is best time

FOLK SINGER WANTED: Apply at the
HODGE PODGE 189 SO. 3rd St, S.J.

LARGE 1 bdrrn apts OWN. pool, can
port, convenient area. Student-manager.
$135 1786 The Alameda 293-5377
LARGE carpeted, turn 1 bd., apt
Parking, 2 blks from SJSU 536So 8111 019.
295-7894 afternoons

BARMAID NEEDEDover 21. Tips &
meals find beverages) Apply HODGE
PODGE 1695 3rd St 292-4487

FACULTY-WALK TO WORK- Buy my
house 2 berm cottage style Finished
bsrnnt 640 S 15th, 292-8223 823.000

HOUSING

ROOM FOR RENT, male, large, clean &
very quiet. kit priv Private not 9 Wks
frorn SJ S. 293-1640

FOR RENT
VERY Igo 1 11.11 Apts.
Furn. wa WPM.
Same pool. roc room, 5130
Studios 5100
820 S ilth St Si.
1100M FOR RENT, modern. quiet, house
in Nome Glen for serious student.
$70/mo Ind util. 287-3830. NiCk.
NE1f’ROOMS from $55/mo. across the
campus Ample parking. Sale and quiet.
99S 9th also 278 S 10th St Phone 295E514 or 295-8526
NICE FURNISHED HOUSE. 2 bdrms.
5210 for 2 or $240 ford Reed St neer S
10th St 248-3032
MARRIED COUPLES
Large 2 bdrm with new vew cerpets,
built-in kitchen. Garbage papaw, sir
conditioning, enclosed garage. pool
blk SJSU. quoin four-plex. $175 Free
laundry Manager. 486S Stn al 280-0044
LARGE 1 EledrOOM apts
furnished
wrw carpets
Reerestoon room,
swim pool
620 So gth St 54 5130
Studio. $100
NICE FURNISHED HOLIIIII, 2 bdrrna
5210 for 2 or $240 for 4 Reed St new S
10th St 246-3032. 281806
Orern Moretti:it
FOR RENT Largo.
..se 000 0 dill 01 011111 only Lien
of drop To
...newt alter Op m
at tilit S 010 01 al
18
PRIM ROOM 110A/40 to a gin over
handicapped incompanion to
as
it
Half
Flobert
Call
*Widest Very nice apt
290-32013 after 5 PM

GARAGES FOR sports car or compact.
storage One block off-campus Walk to
class Phone 292-7772

GROWTH community Live-in group tor
Group Meetings
sell -awareness
Trained therapists $10 turn $80 unfurn
374-2866

COME CLEAN WITH CAMPUS
LAUNDERETTE CLEANER SI
SWEATERS, SHIRTS, PANTS. 95 snd
402S 3rd al San Salvador

FURN, STUDIO APT. Outfit girl Utilities
pd No gar Cln dem 251 S 14th St

YOUNG CORPORATION needs people
in sales and management capacities Part
time Work own hours Salaries on cornmossoon 30-52% Don 245-5754 eves.

FRIDAY FUCKS, This Fn night all & 10
pm it s PAINT YOUR WAGON! Morns
Dooley Aud Admission 506.

MOD, I BORN turn apt clean. quiet
co carpet, gar wash & dryer firmed
occ 546 S 519 294-3810

MEN-Quiet, clean. warm rms for rent
Single & double one w/kit gins. 540 So
6th & 617 So. lith.
MOD. FURN. APT. V. 9k frrn campus
wfw carpet in hying mm 1 balm 8140.991,
Jan tat.
& grb Inc Quiet No pets Avail nr.
295.
1973 482 S, 7th. ing 489 50
5362 or 268-4362
CHRISTIAN Female roommate needed
to Pare 2 bdrm apt win, 3 others
$50/mo 2114-13695

SERVICE".

TRANWORTATION
CHARTER FLIGHTS
Complete domestic/international
travel program.
STUDENT SERVICES WEST. INC.
Call OM 287-8240 for further into.
TYPIST
Accurate, expertenced. test Can edit
theses. papers Near CAN, College Mrs.
AsLanian 298-4104
RENT A TV OR EEEEE 0, no contract
Free del Free service Call.Esche’s 25..2598
TYPING, FAST. ACCURATE. ALSO
EDITING. IBM SELECTRIC. FORMER
ENGLISH TEACHER CALL 2444444
AFTER 6 MARY BRYNER
BRIDAL FAIRS PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Arse rotes $138 includes
gold & white album, 60 color prints of
your choice, lull set of slides BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra full color
Staff of 20
Bei 04-$1 25 each
photographers Make an appointment to
see our samples-then decide Open envy
evening untol 10 pm For FREE Bridal
Packet call 257-3161
AUTO/MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
CSIS (COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SEFIVICE), WITH NINE
CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO SERVE YOU,
HAS THE BEST RATES. CALL US AT
289413E1 OR STOP BY 404 S 3RD ST. 2ND FLOOR
TYPING TO BE DONE?
Theses. manuscripts. term papers. &
general reports Fast, accurate,
and reasonable rates, Call Mrs. Alice
Emmerich at 249-2864.

BEETLEBOARD owners If you are a part
of the advenising beeneboard campaign,
please call me Spartan Daily 11 277-3101
Ask for lesture department

EVERYTHING you always wanted to
know about anything but were afraid to
ask Ask Campus SOS at 277-31816nd
see it in the Dolly.
THE MONEY BOOK IS $110.00 TOTAL
VALUE ($50.00 FOOD) FOR ONLY 91.00
Now872 COUPONS EXPIRES JUNE1.
1973-GET YOURS NOW-SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE. GOT THE MUNCHIES?
GET YOUR MONEY BOOK AT THE
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE AND GO GET
YOUR FREEEIEES AND OTHER GOOD
DEALS
MCDONALD’S
DER WIENERSCHNITZEL(3)
SUN ’N SOIL
ROUND TABLE PIZZAI3)
BARREL’S FISH ’N CHIPS
CAESAR’S PIZZA HOUSE
ISABEL’S DELICATESSEN
SPARTAN HOUSE
7 -ELEVEN
INTERESTED In Prunal Therapy? Come
to discussion group with some who have
Promaled-don’t call unless you have
read "The Primal Scream" or have
promated 225-4820 Dec 12

WHO CARES ABOUT SAN JOSE?
KSJS DOES!
GO PUBLIC...00 KSJSI
UNWED MOTHER can’t afford to keep
kits Mom is brown. kits are black & white,
have tads & claws Call 258-0638.

LOST & FOUND

Unag-ID
ANIAPIMUUS ANAL T SIS

LOST-130111E/SHEP MIX. Looks exactly like a DOBERMAN 4 mo old Call
259-4874 or 258-2694 REWARD

Before You
Move...

WEDDING BELL BLUES? ZITee7L7c; with
talented musical trio We play your
requests Al ceremony or reception 92E0413 for more info
CUSTOMIZE your Christ mu cards by
having your name imprinted In gold. 100
cards-$5 IX) You supply cards. Call 3710164
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master - Reports’ Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg - 1924 Herne
Telephone 371-0395 San Joie

FRIDAY FUCKS. This Fri night at 7 & 10
pm It’s PAINT YOUR WAGON! Morris
Dailey Aud Admission 504

Claulfled Rates
T
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days

Foe Eei r,add,
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2 00

2 25
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35
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300
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275

325
375

290
340
390

300
350
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35
33
35

So

50

SO

SO

SO

I at h addr
Tonal line
Add

PERSONALS

ANYONE WITNESSING motorcycle theft
on 9th St across from West Hall on Oct.
31 please call 264-9773

TYPING
60 North 3rd St. apt 11823
287-4355 (before 8 a.m. aft 29w, M-F)

MALE. SINGLE room, kitchen priv Living
ron avail Jan 1st Clean man 115So 14th
SI Si 286 2704

5 hoes
6 lines

RIDE WANTED back to Mpls Minn at
Christmas time. Will help pay expenses.
Kathy at 225-9472.

TYPING of all uncut. IbM Executive
typewriter Experienced, reliable and
very reasonable iuM area 5/8-I60..f

HAIR CUTS AND TRIMS. Specializing In
long hair and spilt ends for men and
women Only $1 00287-2678

One
day

-EAST AFRICA
EUROPE -I
Student flights Inexpensive student
ammo tours throughout Europe. Russia. and Mexico Official SOFA agent tor
inter-European student charter flights,
including Middle East and Far East
Student ski tours European used car
purchase system CONTACT’ ISCA.
11687 San Vicente Blvd 84 L.A Calif
90049 Tel 826-0955

EXPERIENCED TYPING- Electric ISM
Term Papers. These. etc. Dependable.
Gm Allen 294-1313

Call 297-5882

’HAVE a 2-bdrm house close to SJSU to

DONATE ON A regular blood plasma
program and receive up to $40/montlffy.
Bring student I D or thts ad and recenma
bonus with your forst donation. HYLAND
DONOR CENTER 35 S Almaden Ave.
San Jose CA 294-13535 MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY 7 to 3.30

FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Representative Bruce Freeman can help
you Make your GETAWAY Fly at 1/3 off
with a TWA Youth Passport and take up
to 24 months to pay with
FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD- Call 287
8668 for information or 2984800 for
reservations.

TYPING-Thesis,
General
Reports,
Letters IBM Selectric, Reasonable 2638895

CLEAN, COMFORTABLE, turn 1 bdim
apt 633 So 8Th St 288-7474 295-7332

share with 1-2 others IF or M) $75./rno

EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student flights Inexpensive student
camping lours throughout Europe. Russia. and Mexico Official SOFA agent for
inter-European student charter flights,
including Middle East and Far East.
Student ski tours European used car
purchase system CONTACT. ISCA,
L A Calif.
11887 San Vicente Blvd
93049 TEL 626-0955.
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